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In Luce Tua 
Comment on the Significant News by the Editors 
The Decency Binge 
There is the story, perhaps apocryphal, about this 
party where Sir Winston Churchill was afflicted with 
the company of one of these shill, "liberated" young 
women who, having never experienced love, could 
not imagine why anyone would prefer monogamy to 
polygamy or promiscuity. Finally, Sir Winston turned 
to her and said, "Madam, would you sleep with a man 
for a thousand pounds?" 
"Of course," the young woman replied. 
not? After all, this faithfulness business is 
but bourgeois morality." 
"Why 
nothing 
"And would you sleep with a man for two pounds?" 
Sir Winston asked. 
"For two pounds?" the woman replied, indignant. 
"What do you think I am?" 
"What you are, Madam," 
"we have already established. 
about your fees." 
Sir Winston answered, 
I was merely curious 
The supposedly sophisticated press has suddenly dis-
covered that certain television personalities, certain disc 
jockeys, certain policemen, certain politicians, and cer-
tain businessmen will do improper things for money. 
We had not expected this discovery to come as such 
a surprise to a profession which has always prided 
itself on its knowledgeability. Be that as it may, the 
word now is that there has been a "breakdown in 
national morality" and reporters who last week were 
engaged in trying to find out whether Elizabeth Taylor 
is pregnant find themselves this week probing the 
causes of the nation's moral decay. 
The inquiry is, we think, worthwhile but we should 
like to see its scope broadened. We think we already 
know why a disc jockey will push a record for twenty-
five bucks. The payola cases that fascinate us occur 
at a much higher, much more expensive level. We are 
intrigued by the pay-offs that involve ambassador-
ships, seats on ·boards of directors, recommendations 
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for membership in exclusive clubs, honorary degrees, 
calls to seminaries and officials boards, full professor-
ships, titles on the door and Bigelows on the floor, all-
expense-paid "inspection trips," and the thousand and 
one other perquisites that await the man who has been 
pronounced "safe" by those dread institutional and 
social eminences from whom these blessings flow. Why 
would a man descend to sycophancy for a vice-presi-
dency? Why would a man sacrifice friends and princi-
ples for membership in the Country Club? Why would 
a man risk the censure of God for the sake of having 
men call him Right Reverend or D.D.? Why would a 
man conceal truth fur the sake of a seat in the University 
Senate? 
These are the forms of payola that interest us, be-
cause these are the forms that tempt us. And we sus-
pect that they are just as tempting to the several indig-
nant people who have written us these past couple of 
months wanting to know why we didn't take a tougher 
line with Charles Van Doren. Brethren, it ill behooves 
Mme. Pompadour to blow the whistle on the girls in 
the Tenderloin District. 
The Other Side 
What makes this whole business of payola really 
tricky is the temptation to avoid the Scylla of mer-
cenary lick-spittling by heading straight for the Charyb-
dis of pointless obstructionism. Ordinarily civility re-
quires that we have a decent respect for the opinions 
of other men, and the Christian faith requires that we 
give serious consideration to the admonitions and ex-
hortations of our fathers and brethren in the faith. 
The venality which tempts us to seek advantages by 
sacrificing our real judgments and convictions is no 
more damnable than the pride that leads us to suppose 
that we alone possess intellectufll integrity and genuine 
conviction. 
There are, after all, times when the boss is right, 
when the administration has done something intelli-
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gent, when the hierarchy has shown wisdom and 
courage. At such times one is morally obliged to 
speak a word of commendation, in spite of the fact that 
doing so may be misinterpreted as a pay-off for favors 
received or a down payment on favors hoped for. 
Worse still, one may be called upon to cooperate 
actively in the carrying out of a policy or program 
which takes precedence over less significant disagree-
ments and controversies. We remember, for example, 
when Frank Knox entered Franklin Roosevelt's war-
time cabinet as Secretary of the Navy despite his well-
publicized and deeply-held quarrel with Roosevelt's 
domestic policy. Is it really fair to say, as some have 
said, that Knox sold his integrity for a cabinet job? Or 
would it be fairer to say that Knox sacrificed one privi-
lege (the right to criticize the President's domestic 
policies) for the sake of a higher privilege (the oppor-
tunity to serve his country in wartime)? 
This may sound terribly academic, but it is the fun·c-
tion of educators to raise academic questions. They are, 
after all, the questions that have to be answered before 
one is ready to come to grips with "practical" problems. 
There is such a thing as payola, and the person who ac-
cepts it - whether in the form of money, position, 
power, popularity, privilege, or whatever - is a prosti-
tute. There are also such things as humility and know-
ledge of one's limitations and a sense of proportion that 
may prompt one to defer to other men's judgments 
on specific issues. The problem for the moral man is 
to know why he is cooperating or withholding his 
cooperation, why he is saying Yes or No - and that 
is not always as simple as it sounds. In a sense far 
different from that intended by Sir Robert Walpole, 
every man does have his price. And until a man 
knows what price tag he is wearing, he has not learned 
wisdom. 
.. Inasmuch II 
We saw some figures several weeks ago that placed 
the number of refugees still awaiting resettlement at 
forty million. This number is equal to the population 
of France, and so huge that it can hardly be grasped 
as anything more than another statistic. Americans, 
especially, most of whom - thank God! - have never 
seen a refugee camp, can hardly be expected to see be-
hind the number the hollow eyes and slumped shoulders 
of the men and women and children who populate 
these camps and many of whom have, by now, aban-
doned hope of any better or more settled life. But 
these all-but-forgotten millions are "the least of these, 
My brethren" in our generation and we shall have, 
each of us, to answer individually for their hunger 
and thirst and sickness and loneliness and imprisonment. 
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The most pathetic of these refugees are the so-called 
"hard core" cases - the aged, the chronically ill, the 
physically or mentally handicapped, the illiterate. No-
body wants these people because there is a very great 
likelihood that they would become public charges in 
any country that admitted them. So for these people 
there appears to be literally no hope of returning to 
anything like a normal life. 
Last year, Senator Thomas Hennings introduced a 
bill (S. 2513) known as the "World Refugee Relief Act 
of 1959." This bill would permit the admiiiSion of 
twenty thousand refugees annually into the United 
States on a "non-quota" basis. Of this number, five 
thousand could be "hard core" cases. The bill also 
provides that, in emergency situations, large numbers 
of refugees could be admitted on parole. After two 
years, these parolees could be admitted as permanent 
residents, up to a total of about 68,000, at the discre-
tion of the Attorney-General. The bill further pro-
vides the President with a ten-million-dollar fund to 
be used for the relief, rehabilitation, and resettlement 
of world refugees, and authorizes the allocation of sur-
plus agricultural commodities to the world refugee pro-
gram. 
Dr. Robert E. Van Deusen, the Washington repre-
sentative of the National Lutheran Council, reports in 
the February issue of The National Lutheran that 
chances of this bill's passing are almost nil. He cites 
as the chief reason the hurry of Congress to deal with 
what its members consider the most urgent issues be-
fore it, and then adjourn in time for the political 
conventions in July. The plight of the refugee is not, 
it would appear, an urgent issue so far as most mem-
bers of Congress are concerned. 
The obligation of Christians in a situation of this 
sort is to plead the cause of the poor and needy. Un-
satisfactory as the World Refugee Relief Act of 1959 
may be to those of us who feel that our country could 
do far more than this t>ill calls for, it is probably the 
best that can be hoped for at this time. lts enactment 
into law, while it would do little to solve the refugee 
problem, would at least re-awaken hope for thousands 
who have all but lost hope. 
You will have forgotten this editorial, and the prob-
lem with which it deals, by tomorrow. If you plan to 
take up the cause of your forgotten brethren, you had 
better do it now. All you do is write your two senators 
and tell them you want some action on the World 
Refugee Relief Act of 1959. You might tell them that 
you are ashamed that the United States is willing to do 
so little, but that you would be even more ashamed if 
it were not willing to do even this little. 
THE 
AD LIB. 
That's What the Man Said? 
B y A L F R E D R. L 0 0 M A N --------
Several years ago, I had the chore of transcribing 
the question and answer sessions of a meeting on poli-
tics which had been taken down on tape. Attending 
the meeting were politicians from many parts of the 
country holding minor and major offices. The sessions 
were lengthy, for words, after all, are the tools of the 
politician and he enjoys using them. 
The tape recording was good and every word was 
understandable, but what I transcribed was completely 
unintelligible. No one asked a simple question. The 
question was there, but it was surrounded by dependent 
clauses which indicated the answer expected. Some-
where in the unrelated clauses the verb was lost. It 
was possible nevertheless to make out the question, in 
most cases, ungrammatical as it may have been, because, 
after all, the man had probably spent fifteen minutes 
mentally preparing it. 
Either the lecturer or a person in the audience 
answered the questions. I suppose the questioner was 
satisfied with the answer, but to me the answer 
sounded so vague that the person giving it could hardly 
have been convicted for anything he might have said. 
There were frequent references to Freedom, Democracy, 
the Home, Liberty, and similar words, and when the 
answer was scanned it sounded rather beautiful. But 
read fully the answer was not only ungrammatical, it 
was complete nonsense. 
When anyone speaks extemporaneously he is liable 
to make grammatical mistakes for this is not limited 
to politicians, yet when these same men are quoted in 
the newspapers, they speak clearly and concisely. It 
is apparent the reporter is re-writing their statements. 
I was reminded of this recently when Sidney J. Harris, 
in his column "Strictly Personal," remarked that every-
one quoted in the newspapers sounds alike. Since 
reading that I have been aware of the similarity of 
everyone's style of talking as quoted in the papers. 
This practice can become downright silly. In last 
week's paper, for example, a police sergeant, emerging 
from a hotel room where he had taken a lie detector 
test in Chicago's latest cop scandal, walked into the mass 
of reporters and photographers waiting in the hall. 
Here is a man, claiming innocence, fresh from the 
emotional experience of the lie detector test, facing re-
porters yelling questions. What did the sergeant say? 
"I think it's a shame that we officers, subjected to 
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these tests, are being harassed and accused in the public 
eye. I volunteered for this thing ... I don't see why 
I should be ridiculed." What he may have said might 
not have been printable, but I am certain he never 
said anything so mild as this. On the sports page was 
an account of a pro football game. In the first half, 
the end on the losing team dropped an easy pass. At 
half-time, according te the reporter, this end approached 
the quarterback who had thrown the pass, and said, 
''I'm sorry I dropped that pass. Do you think the 
score would have been different if I'd held on to it?" 
The quarterback replied, "Yes, it would have been dif-
ferent by one touchdown." 
In another newspaper account, this time about a 
hold-up in which the victim was shot, the driver of 
the get-away car, captured and under questioning, was 
quoted as saying that when the robber came running 
back to the car, he said, "Let's get out of here. The 
guy put up a fight and I had to shoot him." Here is 
a man racing away from law and his conscience who -
if the newspaper quotation is correct - can still speak 
clearly and concisely despite the great strain he is under. 
The report of an automobile accident in another 
city made news only because one of the persons involved, 
an industrialist, was an influential person in that city. 
His new automobile was struck by an old model car 
driven by a high school boy. The boy was clearly at 
fault; he had no insurance and his lights and brakes 
were defective. A reporter on the scene quoted the 
industrialist as follows, "This type of driving should 
be stoppEd. Irresponsible persons should not be per-
mitted to hold a driver's license in this state." Here is 
an upright citizen, looking at his shiny car now 
smashed by a teen-ager in a jalopy. Do you think' this 
is exactly what the man said? 
These are but a few examples of the direct quota-
tions made by persons speaking extemporaneously and 
usually under stress. It is obvious that the reporter 
either put words in their mouths or did a complete re-
writing of their actual remarks. People just don't 
speak grammatically and clearly under these circum-
stances. In defense of the reporters and the news-
papers, however, based on my brief experience with that 
transcription, I can see that if they quoted people 
exactly they would spend most of their time defending 
themselves from libel suits. 
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Behold1 We Go Up to Jerusalem* 
Bv WILLIAM A. BuEGE 
Pastw of Christ Lutheran Church 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
And We Understand None of These Things 
Behold, we go up to Jerusalem! And you wonder 
if Jesus remembered His first trip to the Holy City. 
Only twelve years old then - the excitement of the 
night of preparation - the eager waiting for the dawn 
- the anticipation which made every step a skip and 
every skip almost a running. He was on His way to be 
about His Father's business in a special sense, and He 
could not help but be amazed that all the others could 
find more joy in the journey than in the objective. 
That's why they were so slow: they preferred to see and 
know themselves in each other more than in God. 
That's why they always sought Him and always sought 
Him sorrowing - they thought there could be some-
thing else for Him as well as for them, something 
other than being about His Father's business. 
Behold, we go up to Jerusalem! This now some twenty 
years later so that while the boyishness of the eager-
ness was gone and there was no more hopping and 
skipping and running, the eagerness was no less real 
but was now carved out in the deep lines of intensity 
which showed the set of His face. From one angle 
under the sun it almost looked like flint: Jesus was 
going up to Jerusalem for the last time. It was still 
the Father's business that took Him there, unless we 
don't know either that He was always about the 
Father's business, unless we want to believe that He 
could be the Son of Man only in a certain way and 
only in certain times, while large sections of His 
living and doing could be as humdrum and mean-
ingless as our own, which would mean that it wculd 
have nothing to do with His being in God and His 
doing for God. This is really how disciples fail to un-
derstand any of the things of God, of the Son of Man, 
and of themselves. 
Behold, we go up to Jerusalem! and before any over-
zealous Peter or any misunderstanding modern can 
break in with some foolish question or some equally 
stupid objection, Jesus Himself tells us why: in order 
that all things written by the prophets concerning the 
Son of Man might be accomplished. And if we know 
anything of the mind of the disciples, we can all but 
here the gears mesh into their accustomed speed and 
chug off to their own familiar concepts with: "Ah 
yes, Lord, and high time it is, too!" This is what 
makes it so frightfully difficult for God even to tell 
us anything, much less make His particular point: it 
is all grist for our mill, and so it passes through and 
comes out with our particular milling brand upon it. 
Judas would think in terms of enlarging the money-
bag. James and John would already begin to measure 
the size of their sub-thrones pressing right up against 
the throne of Jesus. Peter would be prime-ministering 
all over the place like any good Secretary of State. And 
all the rest would see their own particular dreams on 
the verge of coming true and would bless the three 
years of following for ending up with a flair that 
would prove the wisdom of their choice and their will-
ing sacrifice. What else could it mean that the di-
sciples understood none of these things! 
Nor was this the gross and carnal stupidity that we 
are apt to picture. After all, Jesus Himself had just 
said that He was going to Jerusalem in order that all 
things written by the prophets concerning the Son of 
Man might be fulfilled. Read the prophets as the 
disciples did and you are apt to misunderstand as they 
did, instead of misunderstanding as we do. Who was 
greater than Moses? And yet he had prophesied con-
cerning the Son of Man that He would be a greater, so 
much greater that the people should forget Moses and 
hearken unto Him. What would His speaking be like 
then, if Moses had to cover his face for the strong light 
of the reflected glory of God? What did great David 
tell them of His greater Son? "Kiss the Son lest He be 
angry and ye perish from the way when His wrath is 
kindled but a little": there will be the respect of sincere 
homage, or else! What did Isaiah say His Name shall 
be called? "Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty God, 
the everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace." Now they 
were going up to Jerusalem and finally all the things 
written concerning the Son of Man would be accom-
plished. And we say from our vantage point: they 
surely understood none of these things; because of the 
special blinds of expectation they had pulled in front 
of themselves, this saying was hid from their eyes. 
This makes for good reading and even better talking 
and listening. You might even say that it has high 
entertainment value in that it can make us forget our-
selves or elevate our opinion of ourselves at the ex-
pense of the disciples: until we become involved here 
and let God smash our own little categories into which 
• These addresses were delivered in the Chapel of Valparaiso 
University as the John Martin and Clara Amanda Gross Memorial 
Lectures during the first week in Lent, February 10-13, 1959. 
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and through which we would press His truth to make 
it come out in our likeness; until we truly become 
disciples and find ourselves included as Jesus tells us: 
Behold, we go up to Jerusalem; until we accept the 
judgment upon ourselves and believe that unless God 
opens our hearts and gives us the very mind of Christ, 
we understand none of these things. 
Behold, we go up to Jerusalem! and with that Jesus 
is not merely telling us something about Himself but 
is also inviting us to involvement with Himself. This 
is not merely a few minutes' meditation or a chapel 
withdrawal or even a Lenten objective: it is a way of 
life. All His life was a going up to Jerusalem because 
all His life was a fulfilling of all things written by the 
prophets concerning the Son of Man. It is a pattern 
of being by which we can be with Christ always. It is 
an interpretation of the life that rightfully bears the 
name "Christian." But it is always going up to 
Jerusalem with Christ where all things written by the 
prophets are fulfilled. 
It means identification with Christ in such a way that 
the "we" properly includes us. This is faith in Christ 
as the Fulfiller of all things written by the prophets 
- not what we think has been written by them, but 
what was actually written and what made them pro-
phets so that they spoke and wrote for God. This 
faith is bound to the Christ who goes up to Jerusalem 
to fulfill the Plan of God. And with this we begin t<? 
understand that we understand none of these things, 
we who have our own pet ideas of what the Christ will 
and even must do for us now, we who have our own 
expectations with regard to where we end up if we 
really go with Him, we who would pick and single out 
specific things written by the prophets while we forget 
all the rest and forget it to what we think is our ad-
vantage. We are not as crass as Judas, we insist, not 
as glory-minded as James and John, not as impetuous 
as Peter to assume too much and therefore make prom-
ises that we cannot even begin to keep. But we can 
read the prophets as woodenly as did any of them and 
fail to see the fulfilment of them in the Son of Man. 
We see the words that are written without seeing the 
Christ as their Fulfiller: All that is given to us is ful· 
filment: not merely history but also high promise; 
not merely record but gracious offer; not merely 
words, but presentation. And we understand none of 
these things as we busy ourselves with learning stories 
~ and memorizing details and charting journeys, either 
to teach others or that we might be Bible-instructed 
ourselves. 
Behold, we go up to Jerusalem! and the going leads 
from your dormitory to your chapel and from your 
chapel to your classroom and from your classroom to 
"' your desk and your date and always back again to your 
knees: if - and here is the big "if" - if it is a going 
with Christ. It will mean that you don't understand 
these things: you believe in the Christ who fulfilled 
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all written concerning the Son of Man. It will mean 
that .far too often much too much is hid from you 
under the demands of the immediate and especially in 
your involvement in sin which is forgetfulness of where 
you are always going and with whom. But because you 
believe in the Christ who went up to fulfill all things, 
you will have gone nevertheless. It will still be Christ 
and you, "we," going up to Jerusalem. How can you 
be sure? At every stage of the way and in every pause 
in the going, your heart will cry out its basic trust 
through its bitter regret: "Jesus, Thou Son of David, 
have mercy upon mel" 
II 
And the Son of Man Shall be 
Spitefully Entreated 
Behold, we go up to Jerusalem in order that the Son 
of Man might be spitefully entreated! And we under-
stand none of these things, we who have heard the 
Lord say unto our Lord: "Sit Thou at my right hand 
until I make Thine enemies Thy footstool." Where 
now is Thy God and my God, in whose Name we can 
advise the kings of the earth and the rulers of this 
world that they had better be wise? He that sitteth in 
the heavens laughs at the puny efforts of men and holds 
them in derision. That is our theme and that is our 
approach to them and our warning of them and that 
in the Name of the Most High God: you had better, 
otherwise He will speak to you in His wrath and vex 
you in His sore displeasure; you had better, otherwise 
He will send down fire from heaven to destroy you and 
your proud cities that will not have His Son. 
But that is never a going up to Jerusalem with Jesus. 
That is still a reading of the prophets to our own 
advantage and not knowing Jesus as the Fulfiller of all 
things written by the prophets. That is still the theo-
logy of glory which brought Judas to betrayal of the 
Lord, Peter to denial, and all the rest of the disciples to 
forsaking Him and fleeing. And it does precisely the 
same for us because it does not understand any of these 
things. It makes of Jesus what it would have Him be 
and refuses to let Him be what He came to be. It 
erects thrones of its own in Jerusalem and then is 
amazed when it cannot drag Christ over to occupy the 
greatest of them. It goes to Jerusalem but it counts 
itself out of any inclusion in what Christ does as He 
asserts: "Behold, we go up to Jerusalem where the Son 
of Man shall be spitefully entreated." It savors not 
the things of God, so that as we are taken by it, Christ 
Himself must turn on us and cry out: "Get thee behind 
me, Satan!" As such, we would be the last that He 
would want to take with Him on such a journey. 
We say that we know the spiteful treatment because 
He was delivered to the Gentiles. More than one 
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Lenten Season has cried out to us: "Behold the Man!" 
and we beheld Him and our hearts were crushed within 
us and our eyes overflowed with tears and Pilate's cry 
for pity did not go unheeded by us. We even 
decided bravely that the crown of thorns belonged on 
our heads, the stripes should have been laid across our 
backs, the mockery and the spitting were our due. 
We even sang: "My burden in Thy Passion, Lord, Thou 
hast borne for me; for it was my transgression, which 
brought this woe on Theel" But we still could hear 
only a Gentile's cry for pity because of the Pilate in our 
own breast who only tries to get Jesus off as we try to 
get ourselves out of dilemmas with regard to Him. It 
still could have been all imagination only, so that we 
were no more than beholders without being participants, 
so that while we went to Jerusalem, we really did not 
go with Him. 
Just as soon as this becomes a real going with Him, 
we don't want to go and there is no good reason why 
we should want to go because it means going according 
to the judgment of God and under the judgment of 
God. And who of us seeks out judgment if we know 
anything at all of the judgment of God? This is 
personal involvement in the going: not calling all the 
powers of portrayal together to make a noble effort 
at creating and recreating; not living oursElves into 
it so that we come away with the feel of it and some 
of the hurt of it; not even ascetically laying on ourselves 
so that we at least hear God's gnat NO over against 
the loud appeals for self-gratification. All of this is 
still essentially work that is our own working, we who 
are not at all capable because we understand none of 
these things. The work must still be the work of 
God upon us even as the delivering to the Gentiles 
and the resultant spiteful treatment cannot be separated 
from the will of God. It is actually the ultimate in 
Law, the final crushing of self, the total destruction of 
self-acclaim and self-glory. It is my dessert existentially 
brought home to me. It is my personal damnation 
made visible. Otherwise we are still treating ourselves 
and there is nothing spiteful about that. Otherwise 
we are no better and no worse off than according to 
what men can do to us because this is not the Son of 
Man if we see not here the doing of God. 
We .understand none of these things because we 
basically understand ourselves only by ourselves and 
not in relation to God. God insists that we have no 
other gods beside Him and in the command we think 
we see our possibility of fulfilment instead of realizing 
that if God were our God alone He would not have 
to give us such a command. God tells us that we shall 
love our neighbors as ourselves, and we understand 
none of these things because we summon our energies 
under the command and thwart our selfishness and over-
rule our dislike and think we have done all because we 
have not passed by on the other side. We worship and 
sing and pray but would never associate that with our 
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deliverance of Christ to the Gentiles so that because 
of us He should be spitefully entreated and evil 
spoken of. Why, we are His finest advocates and 
especially we who go to a Christian University and be-
long to a Church that insists on pure doctrine: and 
that's why He is spitefully entreated, just because we 
are His finest advocates and our Church is so pure. 
If we are His best, then He is still a rabble-king. If 
purity of doctrine is our greatest boast, then even under 
the highest that He can give He still cannot accomplish 
much. We understand none of these things because 
we are still reaching out for admiration here and at least 
a semblance of respectability there. We do not see 
the radicalness of our evil. We do not see that He 
deserved to be spitefully entreated because He was made 
to be sin for us. Pity perpetrates the mockery! Sym-
pathy calls forth the reminder from the Son of Man 
Himself that we had better weep for ourselves and for 
our children! Only faith looks properly because it 
sees there the unveiling of self: it is the judgment of 
God upon me. 
Without this we are not going with Him. Without 
this we still understand none of these things. And 
with this, we have more reason for hanging ourselves 
than Judas had, more self-defensive reasons for denial 
than Peter, and more provocation to run away from it 
all and hide behind the locked doors of our little self-
exoneration than the disciples had. Why go then? Not 
because we want to, surely, but because we must. We 
have no choice left because we are in the grip of God. 
We have heard Jesus tell us: "Behold, we go up to 
Jerusalem," and go we must unless we no longer want 
to go anywhere with Him. Going nowhere with Him 
is the only other option possible. But if God has utter-
ly crusht:d us as we go up with Jesus, we will never 
want anything else except this humbling understanding 
of ourselves in the spiteful treatment of Christ. The 
blind beggar is born blind, not because he or his parents 
sinmd: God is still the God who is above and beyond 
sin, the Conqueror of sin. The beggar is blind in order 
that the glory of God might be revealed, to him and to 
us. God does not expose us to ourselves and under 
His judgment for the sake of the exposure, as though 
this were an end in itself. He makes us see our blind-
ness that we might cry for sight. He shows us His 
judgment, His very real and eternal and permanent and 
right-now judgment, in order that we might despair of 
self and continue all the way through with Him with 
whom we go up to Jerusalem. This we dare never 
lose sight of: for all the revelation of God that is given 
here of ourselves, for all the crushing damnation in-
volved in this being delivered to the Gentiles and thus 
into the hand of God's deserved wrath, we have not 
gone alone. We have gone with the Son of Man. Or 
would it be more proper to say that He has gone with 
us? That Jerusalem lay at the end of our journeying 
willy-nilly because we started out all wrong· with God 
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and we kept going on to being ever more wrong with 
God. That Jerusalem however was Christ's goal by 
choice. He didn't have to go there: He willed to go 
there. The spiteful treatment wasn't in the nature 
of things for Him: He clasped it to Himself in the 
prayer of the bloody sweat: "Father, not My will, but 
Thine be done!" Very simply, He loves us and wouldn't 
let us go alone. He loves' us so much that He stopped 
in His way only to ask us: "What wouldst thou that 
I should do unto thee?" Lord, that we might receive 
our- sight and understand these things. Lord, that out 
of the hell of our deserved judgment we may always 
have the faith to cry to Thee: "Jesus, Thou Son of 
David, have mercy upon us!" 
Ill 
And the Son of Man Shall be Put to Death 
Behold, we go up to Jerusalem in order that the Son 
of Man might be put to death: and we understand 
none of these things. Oh, but don't we now? We 
have stood by the sides of many graves and we have 
stroked the cold brow of lifeless remains and we know 
what it means to die. But actually, we only think we 
know. In reality we don't really know anything that 
we do not experience. How then can we know what 
it means to die, until we have died and then know 
nothing? It all sounds so simple: Jesus died; Jesus 
gave up the ghost; even, Jesus died for the sins of the 
whole world. But we understand this not a bit more 
than did Peter to whom the death of Jesus was no dif-
ferent than his own death because he bravely con-
tended that he would cheerfully die with Jesus. We 
understand it not a bit better than the mockers who 
stood by and watched not only the dying but also the 
manner of the dying and came up with the only con-
clusion that we can ever reach with our own under-
standing: "If Thou be the Son of God, come down 
from the Cross!" 
"Ye shall be as gods and ye shall not surely die," 
Satan had confidently assured Eve and he hasn't 
changed the strain one bit since then, mainly because 
he doesn''t have to; the appeal is as strong in the 
atomic age as it was in the Garden. And we will go 
just as far wrong as ever the Jews went wrong who 
understood even less of these things than did the di-
sciples, if this becomes an expression of presumptive 
arrogance for us and we hurl it out as an indictment 
of our day. That is why the world is so wicked and 
that is why we totter always on the brink of final 
disaster: because our day is as much in the grip of 
Satan as were Sodom and Gomorrha and just as certain 
of destruction as the Jerusalem to which Jesus went 
and over which He wept because it knew not the things 
which belonged to its peace. Far too often this has 
been the single approach of the Church to the world 
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and far too often this is a religious snobbishness that 
still understands none of these things because it fails 
to see that it put the Son of Man to death - and still 
does. 
It may well be that Satan comes to us especially in 
and through the ·Church, at least in and through that 
which we would make of the Church. There is a gross 
sense in which all men play the part of God and live 
on in such a way that they are overcome with the convic-
tion that they shall not surely die. But this is as nothing 
over against the idolatry of religion, myself playing 
God because I am so very certain of just how God 
is and what He will and must do; the whole drama 
finished with the Son of Man put to death and there-
fore its only relevance today the fruit that I care to 
pluck and on occasion open my merciful hand to satisfy 
the desire of hungry fellowmen who are not too much 
worse than I am. What else am I doing except play-
ing God whm I parrot His words after Him and am 
not captured by His Word; when I repeat almost end-
lessly, "suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, 
dead, and buried," neither deigning to mock with the 
thieves nor repent of the mockery with him who hung 
on the right; when I cry out, "Son of Man and Son of 
God," but find nothing in it that should make me 
smite my breast with the centurion; when I perpetrate 
the final blasphemy of defending Him and His death 
to myself and to others and simply refuse to let God 
be the God whose Son is put to death. 
And what do gods such as we are know about death, 
we who shall not surely die, even though God has writ-
ten it deep into life so that with our very first breath 
we are already breathing our last and with our every 
breath we have literally died again? Of course we are 
gods, otherwise we could not bear to live with death 
at the end of it all and death the single certainty of 
it all right now. God Himself cannot convince us 
any differently, neither by His Word nor by the death 
of the thousands who fall at our side and the tens of 
thousands who fall at our right hand. It is in this 
very refusal of ours to take death into serious account 
that we show our conviction with regard to being gods. 
We do not go up to Jerusalem with Jesus in order that 
He might be put to death simply because we under-
stand none of these things: otherwise faith would 
not have to be faith, the work of God in us; otherwise 
we would simply look at the Cross and know that the 
Son of Man had been put to death - and why. 
What we understand somewhat faintly is death in 
general as the end of all things living. What we don't 
understand is the Son of Man going to Jerusalem in 
order to be put to death. What we know is simply 
death as it is unavoidable, sooner or later, with or 
without the agency of others. What we don't under-
stand is the Son of Man as God deliberately giving Him-
self over into death, death not only invited, but death 
practically commanded to lay hold here where it had 
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no business laying hold, to snatch just this One in 
order that it might lose all power to snatch forever 
after. What we understand a little is death as the 
proper fate of all of us, because from God's side of 
things what we call life is in itself death. What we 
don't understand is death as total obedience to God, 
the Son of God humbling Himself and becoming 
obedient unto death, even the death of the Cross. 
We can never understand it. But we can tell it if 
we tell it in God's terms and according to God's 
meaning. Herein is love, not that we love God, but 
that God loved us and gave His Son for us: this is the 
divine interpretation of the "behold, we go up to 
Jerusalem!" "God hath made Him to be sin for us 
who knew no sin, that we might be made the righteous-
ness of God in Him:" this is the light which the Holy 
Spirit sheds upon the putting of the Son of Man to 
death. "Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of 
the Law being made a curse for us: for it is written, 
Cursed is every one that hangeth on a tree": This is the 
why of His being delivered to the Gentiles, signifying 
Himself what death He should die. 
And somehow or other I am there or it is all just so 
much gibberish: and the somehow is in judgment 
while the other is in faith. It means that I killed the 
Prince of life in order that it might mean there is no 
salvation in any other Name under heaven. It means 
that I am crucified with Christ in order that I might 
live, yet not I but Christ in me, so that the life which 
I henceforth live in the flesh I live by the faith of the 
Son of God who loved me and gave Himself for me. 
It means that life which is self-generated, surging up 
from within, even out of the highest and the best of 
me, needs to be hammered to the Cross because just 
that nailed Christ to the Cross. But it also means that 
because He was nailed to the Cross indeed, life is no 
longer self and independence and isolation: it is life in 
the death of the Son of Man. The "I" as "I" is the 
great trouble. This is self-determined existence with 
self-chosen goals and self-dictated aims and ambitions. 
It is always reaching out again for the tree of the 
knowledge of good and evil, the lust of the flesh and 
the lust of the eye and the pride of life. That is death 
because it is directly contrary to the intention and the 
goal of God. Death is the real fruit that we eat when 
we choose by ourselves, because choosing by ourselves 
we are disobedient to God. 
The Son of Man went up to Jerusalem in order to 
die on that tree, the tree of man's curse and man's 
death. Behold, we go up with Him, unless we still 
understand none of these things, unless we can still 
look at a tree, a man, a woman, a book, and not see the 
Son of Man dying on the tree for us, unless we would 
still be as gods and know not that the true God is the 
God who serves His creation and dies for it, unless we 
would insist that we shall not surely die and refuse to 
look unto the tree of life because we are not convinced 
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that He can save others and therefore find it not at all 
strange that He should have refused to save Himself. 
"Jesus, Thou Son of David, have mercy on mel" He 
has! And this is the mercy that He went up to Jerusa-
lem in order to be put to death. The Son of Man put 
to death is God's mercy upon us. Because He is the 
Son of God He could not come down from the Cross. 
Understandest thou these things? No, Lord, but I do 
believe: help Thou mine unbelief. God always God, 
God always only my God, through the death of His· 
Son! And I've always got to grope through thick dark-
ness to find Him, darkness not at all unlike beggar-
blindness. "Jesus, Thou Son of David, have mercy 
on mel" 
IV 
And the Son of Man Shall 
Rise Again from the Dead 
Behold, we go up to Jerusalem and the third day the 
Son of Man shall rise again from the dead: but we 
understand none of these things. Or do we? More 
often than not we are altogether sure that we do and 
we are pressing a point of Scripture pretty hard in an 
effort to put ourselves into the same environment with 
the disciples and their thick-headedness prior to the 
Crucifixion and Resurrection. Just think how many 
Easters we have celebrated, how many prayers we have 
prayed in Jesus' Name, how many mourners we have 
heard comforted with the words of Jesus: "I am the 
Resurrection and the Life: he that believeth in Me, 
though he were dead yet shall he live and whosoever 
liveth and believeth in Me shall never die." 
There is a real difference in the disciples before and 
after Easter, but it is not the difference that we like 
to poetize. Remember that it was after Easter that the 
disciples still sat behind closed doors out of fear of 
the Jews, even though Jesus had appeared at least once 
to most of them, even though the fact of the Resurrec-
tion proved, in catechism language, that His doctrine 
was true. But still the disciples understood none of 
these things until the Comforter came and led them 
into all truth because He took of the things of Christ 
and showed them unto the disciples. This is the know-
ing and learning and seeing and understanding in 
faith, faith in the risen Lord - not because He comes 
through locked doors into the midst of our fears (that 
literally makes them worse); nor that He eats ~orne 
bread and honey before our eyes to prove that He is 
not a ghost - but faith which cometh by hearing and 
hearing by the Word of God; faith that is blessed be-
cause it believes even when it does not see. And it is 
this faith, this God-created response to what He Him-
self tells us, this clinging to God's revelation in Christ 
Jesus as the only true unveiling of His heart toward 
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me, it is this faith alone which begins to understand 
some of these things that surpass all human under-
standing. 
This we say we know and of this is what we really 
boast when we insist that we are Christian. But do we 
now believe indee1p If we do, then it means that we 
believe in the Son of Man who was put to death and 
who rose again the Third Day. And note well what 
we are saying: that we believe in Him, the very One 
who died and rose again, the very One who, because 
He rose, lives forever to be what we believe Him to be, 
Lord and Savior. Why then do we persist in seeking 
the living among the dead as if we must go seeking 
Him at all and it is not rather He that seeks us; as if 
we must wrap Him up with care and put Him safely 
aside into some new tomb lest someone come by night 
and steal Him away; as if He can meet us only under 
certain circumstances of our contriving, in huge chapels 
or in lonely night time prayer-vigils but not out on the 
way where He Himself gives meaning to Scripture and 
He Himself finally convinces us in the common things 
of life, like breaking of bread, that the Son of Man 
had to suffer and die and rise again? 
The Son of Man is risen from the dead and we have 
gone to Jerusalem and have seen it for ourselves: and 
still we can forget Him. What else is that except turn-
ing your back on the Cross and meeting no one who 
is come fresh from the tomb? I can go about this 
whole business of religion as though it had to do with 
wcrds and ideas and not a -Risen Lord. I can talk 
doctrine and recite proof-texts for practically everything 
that every Christian ought to know and essentially say 
nothing more than the two on their sorrowing way to 
Emmaus: "We thought that it would have been He 
that should have redeemed Israel." And so modern 
revivalism has leaped upon the stage because we have 
been winding and rewinding the graveclothc:s, and 
Pealeism has made its strong play for men's minds 
and hearts because they are hungry for power to live 
and we have givc:n them the dust of death, and Pente-
costalism in and out of the Lutheran Church has made 
itself felt because men want certainty even if it re-
quires additional signs and evidences while we have 
stooped to give them arguments and proofs. 
"I know that my Redeemer liveth and that He shall 
stand at the latter day upon the earth." Whether that 
is precisely what Job said or not, it is what we must 
say, not with enfeebled words so weak that we hardly 
fail to impress ourselves, but with a life that is an ex-
pression of faith in the living Christ, such an expres~ion 
that though God slay me and when God slays me, yet 
will I trust in Him. There is nothing so daring as 
faith, faith which only God can create and faith which 
God does create only by telling us again and again 
on our way up to Jerusalem that the Son of Man died 
and rose again for us and lives forever. And no sooner 
does God tell us that than He in turn asks: "Believest 
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thou this?" "0 God, I believe in the Crucified as Thy 
Son who died for me and rose again." And hardly 
are the words out of your mouth when you could have 
wished that you had not spoken them. Now you are 
face to face with no less than God Himself, the God 
who will have faith and faith alone, and if He has to 
kill you to get it. The way up to Jerusalem becomes 
mighty dull and drear but God keeps you on that way 
until you learn to believe in the Son of Man as dead 
and risen again. God pushes and pulls you ever 
closer to what is faith indeed and there is no reason 
why you shouldn't let go except that God won't let you. 
You cling to slippery rock, more slippery than 
ever before with ail the new waves of learning and 
temptation that have swept over it in our day: you look 
to God and He all but stamps on you! weary fingers 
of faith to make you let go. You look for signs and 
there is none given to you except the sign of Jonah. 
And what meaning does Jonah have for the Twentieth 
Century? You look for joy but the only joy that you 
know is in the midst of sorrow. You ache for peace 
but the peace of God passeth all understanding. You 
want heaven and God Himself drags you through hell. 
You are dying to hear God's great "Yes" and all that 
you hear is His "No." You pick yourself up and you 
are cast down all over again as you learn that it is only 
a broken and a contrite heart that God will not despise. 
Well, is the Son of Man risen again or not? It is 
one thing to say that He lives here in our chapels and 
there in our Bibles, but it is something altogether 
different to believe that He lives and to believe in 
Him_. If His being alive depends on anything outside 
Himself, then you really don't believe in Him as living 
Savior and Lord. Even the believing is J?.Ot a quality 
that is added to us or a certainty that gives us a know-
ledge which we can understand. And this is where 
we are finally pushed off the pedestal from which we 
would always play God: it is nothing within ourselves 
at all. Just as long as we look within us, we must 
despair with the despair that God Himself will pro-
voke with His "Ye shall surely die!" Just as long as 
I reach out and cling to the living Lord "in order that 
I" or "so that I" anything, I am still my own god 
and would use even God and God's Son and God's high-
est for my own purposes that are base by the very fact 
that they are mine. 
It all comes round again to where it really all always 
begins: Thou shalt have no other gods before me. 
That is my sin: I have other gods. But God still keeps 
saying that I shall have no other gods because in spite 
of it all He and only He would be my God. I h-ave 
heard Him say this to me as I have gone up to J erusa-
lem. I know I have heard Him say it because here and 
now and always Jesus lives in order that I might cry 
out from every place where I find myself: "Jesus, Thou 
Son of David, have mercy on me!" 
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The Theatre 
A Few Examples 
By W'ALTER SoRELL 
Drama Editor 
This season will probably live in the histrionic 
annals as the provocatively dullest. Often, when leav-
ing the theatre, one is convinced that playwrighting 
must be the most difficult and exasperating business 
there is and that the distance between a written script 
and the staged play dwarfs our most frightening images 
of the perilous Scylla and Charybdis. 
Otherwise, it would be unthinkable that such sea-
soned writers as Arthur Kober and George Oppen-
heimer could perpetrate such a silly concoction as "A 
l\Iighty Man is He"; or George Axelrode probe the 
problem of reincarnation in his comedy "Goodbye 
Charlie" by having a Hollywood writer die and re-
appear in the shape of a woman; or that in "A Distant 
1 Bell" by the novice Katherine Morrill we should be 
plunged into a banal maga-zine story with Freudian 
overtones. 
However, not everything must turn out disastrous. 
Even more frustrating because more ipfuriating is the 
serious attempt that "almost" succeeds, the honest try 
that simply doesn't quite make it because of the many 
intangibles of dramaturgy or production. "Marching 
Song" by the British dramatist, John Whiting, is such 
a play. It stimulates, holds your interest and is adult 
in its meaning and message. It mirrors man's guilt and 
the ruthless intricacies with which life can trap him; 
it proves that the word "duty" can become the cloak 
for cruelty, and that conscience can create in the blind-
est man a sudden clarity which must lead to self-punish-
ment. In fact, Mr. Whiting asks himself and us how 
it is possible that we can be so wrong when we are right 
and so right when we are wrong. 
A general stopped in his advance by a swarm of 
children in a town becomes a mass murderer of the in-
nocent in fulfilling his duty. But this very act para-
lyzes his powers and, because he was apparently not 
cruel enough to forget his deed, he finally fails in his 
duty and loses the battle. After seven years of imprison-
ment he is set free by a demagogue who needs the 
general's head t<;> placate the guilt feelings of the masses. 
The crux of the play is the demagogue's ability to 
convince the general that for his own and the people's 
good he must commit suicide. To bring the play off, 
the dramatist introduced the general's former mistress 
whom he despises, a young girl who happens to be 
around and helps the dramatist translate his ideas 
into human terms. A few more characters who have 
lost their hold on life and its meaning people the 
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scene, and the main fault of the play seems to lie in 
this extraneous addition. One never has the feeling 
that these people are organically necessary to the play. 
The best criterion for a good play is the feeling 
that there was not one person superquous on stage, 
that none of them could have been different from what 
they were and that they all had to say the very things 
they said. Another young Britisher, Peter Shaffer, wrote 
such a wholly satisfactory play: "Five Finger Exercises." 
Five people are placed in an English country-
house. A self-made man in the furniture business, dis-
arming in his simplicity; his wife, a cultural poseur, 
aspiring to a different life and, in her frustration, living 
in a realistic world of lies and in feud with her hus-
band; a son with homosexual tendencies, despising his 
father for his ignorance and for the money which en-
ables him to study at Cambridge; a daughter, the only 
healthy, clean animal, aware of the tensions, but still 
untouchfd by the more sordid aspects of a rich family's 
life. 
Family? People who grate on each other's nerves 
and are stifled in their inability to communicate. With 
Strindbergian intensity Peter Shaffer lays bare their 
ills. The problems are immediately set, the people 
. sharply profiled, the tension kept as an undercurrent 
until the fifth person, an outsider in every respect, 
enters the scene and becomes the catalyst for them. 
He is a German·, the daughter's tutor. The mother 
offers herself in the hope to escape into a life of music 
and poetry with his help. The son resents his mother's 
feelings for the intruder to whom he himself feels 
drawn. The naked hunger and despair of these two 
people frighten the tutor who wants to help the son 
and hopes to find a mother, not a mistress in the lady 
of the house. When both feel 'let down in their 
hopes, they turn against the tutor in cold cruelty. 
The tutor had renounced his own family and country 
because his father helped butcher the inmates at 
Auschwitz. He hoped to find a new home in England. 
His happiness in being a vicarious part of this English 
family is pathetic. He grows into a tragic figure who, 
feeling betrayed by life, attempts suicide. The writ-
ing is relentless and immaculate and ends with a 
short prayer of the son - may the family find the an-
swers to their questions! - while their victim is revived. 
When he comes to, we know that nothing is solved, 
that life triumphs over us through the mere fact that it 
is continuous, that it will not stop. 
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From the Chapel 
Not by Bread Alone 
By THE REv. MARTIN L. KoEHNEKE 
President of Concordia Teachers College 
River Forest, Illinois 
Then was Jesus led up of the spmt mto the wildel'ness to 
be tempted of the devil. And when he had fasted forty days 
and forty nights, he was afterward an hungered. And when the 
tempter came to him, he said, If thou be the Son of God, com-
mand that these stones be made bread. But he answered and 
said, It is written, Man shall •not live by bread alone, but by 
every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God. Then 
the devil taketh him up into the holy city, and setteth him on a 
pinnacle of the temple, and saith unto him, If thou be the So11 
of God, cast thyself down: for it is written, He shall give his 
angels charge concerning thee: and in their hands they shall bear 
thee up, lest at any time thou dash thy foot against a stone. 
Jesus said unto him, It. is written again, Thou shalt not tempt 
the Lord thy God. Again, the devil taketh him up into an 
exceeding high mountain, and sheweth him all the kingdoms 
of the world, and the glory of them; and saith unto him, All 
these things will I give thee, if thou wilt fall down and worship 
me. Then saith Jesus unto him, Get thee hence, Satan: for 
it is written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him 
only shalt thou serve. Then the devil leaveth him, and, behold, 
angels came and ministered unto him. 
- Saint Matthew 4: 1-11 
Remember the ice-breaker for use at chilly social 
gatherings? - "The more we get together, the happier 
we'll be." This ditty is a fitting parody for our age, 
the era of the mad pursuit after the fast buck and the 
scrappy scrambling for status without too much con-
cern for stature. 
"The more we get together, the happier we'll be." 
Man has always been tempted to believe that the more 
bread he could accumulate, the happier he'd be. Jesus 
was tempted to believe it, too, and He says: Man, you 
can't live by brc::ad alone! 
There are those who castigate any concern for 
bread, as though the pursuit for bread, for success, for 
money, were wrong in itself. Jesus does not subscribe 
to this false ascetism. 
God considers bread important, and Jesus understands 
when ycu consider it important. The idea that God 
is so preoccupied with angelic lullabies and songs of 
saintly choruses that He cannot be concerned with 
your bank balance, your grocery bills, your educational 
fees, your professional career and success in your pro-
fession, is completely out of harmony with what God 
has to say about the extent of His love for you. God 
is not the author of a pie-in-the-sky theology. He con-
siders meat and potatoes and pie important! 
After all, He made you. He knows your physical 
needs. He promises to supply those needs. It was our 
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Lord Who taught us to pray: "Give us this day our 
daily bread." He fed five thousand people because He 
was concerned about hunger pangs as well as spiritual 
refreshment. If at any time you think Jesus is uncon-
cerned about bread and cannot understand your con-
cerns, remember that He spoke the words of our text 
after going without food for forty days! Friend,. you've 
never been that hungry! 
The Church of Jesus Christ considers bread important. 
She cannot turn away from human suffering on the 
grounds that her task is spiritual. Because her work 
is of the Spirit, she must engage in works of charity, and, 
like her Lord, "go about doing good." On the great 
day of Judgment, our Lord will commend His own 
for having considered their brother's need for bread 
important! 
But bread is not enough, because the man God made 
cannot live by bread alone! 
Man cannot live by bread alone, because human life 
was designed by God to be different than animal exis-
tence. God made man for immortality. "But by one 
man sin entered into the world, and death by sin." 
With the advent of sin man lost his capacity to live 
according to divine laws and eternal values. 
When the non-Christian defines "living," he refers 
to that activity of man in the span of . time between 
birth and death. When the Christia,n speaks of his 
life in Christ, he refers to that span of time and time-
lessness between his baptismal regeneration and eternal 
life in Christ - a never-ending span which reaches 
into eternity. 
Obviously the man who thinks that life is that span 
betwc::en birth and death may also argue that he can 
live by bread alone. But we who have a new view of 
life and see it as· an endless 'procession of moments 
with God, agree that we cannot live by bread alone. 
One is reminded of the real difference in points of 
view by the story of the Texas millionnaire who elicted 
a promise from his wife to bury him in his much-loved 
and heavily-gadgeted Cadillac. After the committal 
ceremony, two gravediggers looked down into the huge 
hole in which stood a huge Cadillac with the big Texan 
sitting at the wheel, austere in the cold posture of 
death. The one said to the other, "Man, that's livin'l'' 
This is the folly of men who try to live by bread 
alone, and say, "Man, that's livin'l'' But God says that 
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such a person is "dead while he liveth." There is no 
real living without the Christ Who is our Life. 
If man is to live the way God wants him to live, he 
must "live by every word that proceedeth out of the 
mouth of God." 
Every word that God speaks to man is important. 
He has something to say to husbands and wives, to 
sons and daughters, to professors and students, to man-
agement and labor, to pharisees and publicans of the 
20th cmtury, to the rich and to the poor, to the status-
seekers and to the broken-hearted. Search the Scriptures, 
friend, and you will find it a Word of God to live by! 
To live by - to "live by every word that proceedeth 
out of the mouth of God." The Scriptures are not 
merely to be read, to be admired, to be revered, to be 
memorized, to be quoted. They are to be livfdl 
But the Word of God cannot be lived and will not 
be loved unless we live by faith in Him Who said: "I 
am the Bread of Life, he that cometh to me shall never 
hunger, and he that believeth in Me shall never thirst." 
Jesus Christ is your Life. He died for us that we 
might live; He took our death and gave us His life. 
Bread is important. But bread is not enough. But 
Christ is more than enough. He and His Word are 
life and bread. 
Take and eat. Amen. 
A CHILD IS COME 
What parents? and whose child? received by whom? 
In obscure corners, star-stalled by our awe 
Of lawlfss myths and lesser veils of law, 
We seek to learn. A coming, we assume, 
Must be so natural, so cleansed of doom, 
That it will bring command of love past flaw 
And parent a perfection. But can straw 
Bear weight so strange? Somewhere there must be room. 
Somewhere, past ridicule, past tiger-smile, 
We witness without knowing - or little know 
What he will say,. what hearsay men will believe. 
Our world's fanged instinct stalks, and would make vile 
One not its violent own, blow struck for blow. 
Whose child is come? and shall we praise - or grieve? 






By golly, I gotta tell you about an experience the 
Missus and me had on our way back from San Diego 
that really warmed my heart. 
We hit this little town in western Texas early on 
a Sunday morning and there was no Lutheran church 
there so I said to the Missus, "Let's just drive around 
town and see whether there is some church here that 
looks like a church and has a cross hanging out front 
and we'll try it." So sure enough, we found an old 
church that had two of these flat towers without steeples, 
and there was a white cross hanging on the front and 
the sign said: "Foursquare Bible-Believing Anti-Fel-
lowship Baptist Church, Non-Affiliated, Rev. John Wes-
ley Grundy, Minister." Well, that sounded pretty good, 
so we went in. 
Well, sir, I haven't enjoyed church so much in years. 
\1\Te sang a couple of rousing hymns and there was a 
choir all decked out in maroon robes that rendered 
a couple of songs, and then this Rev. Grundy got up 
and preached his sermon. 
And boy! could that guy preach. He started off 
kind of slow and quiet but then he St<J.Tted building up 
steam and pretty soon he was going at full speed. His 
text was from one of the psalms, the one about being 
happy to take somebody's little ones and dash them 
against stones and his point was that the righteous 
people of this country have been too tolerant of wicked-
ness. He said it's about time we really bore down on 
these sinners, and then he proceeded to tick them off. 
By this time he had his coat off and was loosening up 
his tie. But he wasn't done yet, not by a long shot. In 
fact, he kept at it for an hour and a half and by the 
time he was done we out there in the audience were 
as worn out as he was. 
I couldn't help wondering why we never hear preach-
ing like this in our church. Are we getting soft on sin 
or are we afraid to name names or what? I hate to 
say it, but I really don't get much of a kick out of 
church anymore. We have to run through all of that 
singing stuff before the sermon, and then the sermon 
itself is usually . a lot of generalities about how we're 
sinners but we have been saved and now we ought to 
behave ourselves and give more to the church. If I've 
heard that once I've heard it a thousand times. Some-
times I feel like standing up right in the middle of the 
sermon and saying: "So what else is new?" 
And boy! if you asked Brother Grundy that question, 
he'd sure tell you! Regards, G.G. 
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The Music Room 
Mahler a Master 
Will Gustav Mahler (1860-1911) ever come into his 
own throughout the world of music? Or has he already 
received due recognition evc::rywhere? Will most de-
votees of the tonal art evc::r acclaim him as a great 
composer? 
I cannot answer these questions. Neither can any-
one else. But I can state forcefully and without hedging 
that I regard Mahler as a master. Many prominent 
critics will excoriate me for this. But I am sticking 
to my guns. 
Some influential commentators have already begun 
either to pity or to denounce those musicians who are 
paying special attention to the music of Mahler during 
the year which marks the centenary of this highly con-
troversial conductor-composer's birth. "Why plead a 
futile cause?" they ask. "Why rattle dead bones?" 
Mahler was born in Moravia. He was a Jew. But 
- like Bruno Walter, one of his most ardent admirers 
and champions - he gave up the faith of his fathers 
to become a member of the Roman Catholic Church. 
Had he not done so, he could not have been appointed 
to the important posts he held in Vienna. Does this 
mean that he sacrificed conviction on the altar of op-
portunity and advancement? Does it show that reli-
gion had little or no importance in his personal life? 
Those who know Mahler's music can point to numer-
ous evidences of deepfelt religious belief. Think of the 
mighty Resurrection Symphony. I have neither the 
desire nor the ability to dissect Mahler's religious con-
victions with the scalpel of a polemically inclined dog-
mauoan. Why try to probe where it is impossible to 
probe? Why judge Mahler - except on the basis of 
his skill and importance as an unusually competent con-
ductor "\-\ho composed what I consider unusually sig-
nificant music? 
Maybe Mahler's poor health accounts to some ex-
tent for what seem to be clear-cut evidences of pessimism 
in much of what he wrote. Yet this man was exceed-
ingly industrious. He mastered the art of orchestration 
as few men before or after him have done. What is 
more, he gave his orchestral writing a distinctive stamp. 
Like Anton Bruckner, he learned much from Richard 
Wagner. Yet he did not copy Wagner. He had a pen-
chant for melodies that are folklike in quality. In 
some of his writings there are elements that strike 
one as being metaphysical, transcendental, and mystical. 
Sometimes there are accents that remind one vividly 
of music characteristic of Judaism. 
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Mahler's opponents accuse him of prolixity. "His 
symphonies," they say, "are entirely too long. His 
works in this genre are like Bruckner's." 
It is both easy and gratuitous to declare with an air 
of authority that Mahler's music and that of Bruckner 
are formed with the same last. There are many similar-
ities, it is true; but there are numerous divergencies -
divergencies which the glib detractors of these two 
giants are utterly without the capacity to see. Minds 
capable of discernment, however, are aware of these 
differences. A renowned conductor who adores Bruck-
ner but sets little store by Mahler told me a few years 
ago that he likc::d to conduct the music of Mahler be-
cause it is scored with such extraordinary skill. "But," 
he went on, "I do not find in Mahler's music the satis-
faction and the joy afforded by Bruckner." I am re-
porting this merely to show how preposterous it is to 
say that Mahler and Bruckner are exactly alike. 
Naturally, Mahler's symphonies are receiving the 
lion's share of attention during the year of the centenary 
of his birth. This is good. But I cannot refrain from 
closing this brief article with a plea for more extensive 
recognition of Mahler as one of the world's truly great 
composers of art songs. 
Some Recent Recordings 
GUSTAV MAHLER. Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen (Songs 
of a Wayfarer) and Kindertoten-lieder. Christa Ludwig, mezzo-
soprano, with the Philharmonia Orchestra under Sir Adrian 
Boult and Andre Vandernoot. Admirable presentations of song 
cycles which I consider gre.at in the f.ull sense of the word. 
Angel.- ANTON BRUCKNER. Symphony No.8. The Berlin 
Philharmonia Orchestra under Herbert von Karajan. Every detail 
plary exposition of a masterpiece one seldom hears in the con-
cert ha-lls of our land. Angel.- LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN. 
Piano Concerto No. 3, in C Minor. Claudio Arrau, pianist, 
with the Philharmonia Orchestra under Alceo Galliera. One 
of the .great pianists of our time gives an ideal performance of 
this unforgettably beautiful work. Angel. - WOLFGANG 
AMADEUS MOZART. Symphony No. 38, in D Major (Prague) 
(K. 504) and Symphony No. 39, in E Flat Major (K. 543). T•he 
Philharmonia Orchestra ~nder Herbert von Karajan. Every detail 
of these two masterworks is set .forth with the utmost lucidity 
of expression. Angel. - FREDERIC FRANCOIS CHOPIN. 
W alt<.es (complete). Witold Ma'lcuzynski, pianist. A famous 
Polish artist plays the compositions as they should be played. 
Angel. - LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN. Sonata No. 2, in A 
Major, Op. 2; No. 2. JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH. Chromatic 
Fantasy and Fugue and Toccata and Fugue in D Minor (arranged 
by Carl Tausig). Gina Bachauer, pianist. Masterful perform-
ances recorded with striking realism. Capitol. - I have re-
viewed the stereo versions of these recordings. 
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The Fine Arts 
For Wayfarers Only 
--------------------By ADALBERT RAPHAEL KRETZMANN 
Here I will stand beside Thee, 
From Thee I will not part: 
0 Savior, do not chide mel 
When breaks Thy loving heart, 
When soul and body languish 
In death's cold, cruel grasp, 
Then, in Thy deepest anguish 
Thee in mine arms I'll clasp. 
- Paul Gerhardt, 1656 
We present a crucifix at the pulpit on the Epistle 
side of the city church of Saint Heinrich in Munich. 
It rises directly from the church floor. The carving · 
was done by Franz Lorch in 1954 at the time of the 
restoration of the church and stands approximately 
fifteen and a half feet high. 
Placing a crucifix a t the pulpit is an age-old custom 
to n:mind the preachers of their duty to preach Christ 
crucified at all times. The Holy Passiontide impresses 
this obligation most solemnly and emphatically. 
The crucifix is always the sign of the presence of 
the love of God in Christ Jesus our Saviour. Each 
time the Lenten _Season comes again we speak of God 
as eternal and omnipresent. We remind ourselves of 
the deep and tranquil gratitude that the faithful soul 
brings for this redemption wrought in Christ. Lent is 
the season of the open heart. We cannot, any one of us, 
tell how much we owe to God. All through the year 
we strive laboriously to shut ourselves up within our 
grievances. We mar the whole joy of the Son of God, 
and we cry like foolish children, not knowing with 
what treasures our hands have been filled. We do not 
deny that it is meet, just, and right to give unctasing 
thanks, but until the Crucified is present we seem not 
to grasp the precise reason of this praise or the motives 
of that gratitude which must be unending. 
Standing by the side of the pulpit, the cross always 
reminds us that here is forgiveness and cure. We 
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never could begin to keep in our memory all that He 
has forgiven us. We only know that we need His 
mercy at all times and in all places. God, who has 
checked our untimely ardors and restrained our rest-
less follies, keeps us from being inconsistent and mean-
ingless and shows us .Himself in His love. We can only 
be grateful that He shows us not only that we have a 
Master and a Law, but, beyond that, mercy and redemp-
tion. 
Presentations of the Crucified must, therefore, stay 
away from a cruel realism which could involve you 
so ovennuch in suffering which is now overpast and 
lead you to the understanding of the glories which are 
now forever present because the suffering has been com-
pleted and the blessings and the glory have been estab-
lished in His resurrection. This is the way in which 
God makes souls worthy of Himself. This is the rea-
son that the whole world is not lost in paganism and 
ignorance - because God cares. Without this assurance 
no one can begin to estimate to what abyss our instincts 
would have driven us or to what follies our pride of 
mind may have taken us. 
T his is the time to give thanks for the holy Apostles 
and fo·r the work of their countless and faithful suc-
cessors who have brought us what we have of the cross 
and all its power. Always and everywhere, at each 
Service of Worship and at each Holy Communion, we 
should remember that no human power can rob us 
of thf Gla.ry of the Cross. To the end of this creeping 
life that we live, with its routine ways and lack of lustre 
and might, we shall try to keep the cross where it 
belongs. We shall remind ourselves that it is betrayal 
when we cease to give thanks, when we forget to remem-
b'!!r who Christ is and what He does. 
Lorch and his lindenwood cross may be far away 
across the seas but it has brought the image nearer and, 
therefore, he has a place with his Christ in ou_r hearts. 
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BOOKS OF THE MONTH 
Western Americana: Books, Publishers, and the Formation of Myth 
A glance back at the Christmas advertis-
ing of the past two years will show that 
American readers are still being bombarded 
with large and expensive books about the 
Old West, many of them so profusely and 
elegant,Jy illustrated that the text is hard 
to locate. The popularity of this kind of 
book probably stems from a romantic and 
superficial interest in the West given im-
petus in recent years by the impact of 
television westerns, adult and otherwise. 
However, something more serious is going 
on also, something which will, I think, 
have a profound effect upon American art 
and thought in the next ten or twenty 
years . I speak of a desire (it is not yet a 
movement) to establish an American myth, 
an American tradition which can serve as 
the referent or basis for a new "classic" 
American art and way of thinking. 
We have had at least two cultural-tra-
ditional centers of art and thought thus 
far: New England of the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, centered about the 
old universities; and the South of the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries, with its 
plantation-slave traditions and then the 
changes wrought by the Civil War and the 
more recent civil liberties concerns. From 
these two traditions have come most of the 
fiction, poetry, and critical thought con-
sidered by most literary "authorities" to 
be most worthy of preservation. 
These literatures have been more exten-
sive, of course, than the newer literature 
of the West. And yet they are not exactly 
"American" since their formal ties are to 
Europe and England. The American West 
may be said to be more American as such. 
In this respect, the West is where we 
should look for the materials of an Ameri-
can myth. Here we find genuine American 
materials, including later survivals of the 
American aborigine. 
For the sake of argument, however, we 
cou!d•point out ·that the very early Ameri-
can culture, including that in the West, is 
Asiatic, because it is possible that the 
American Indian is descended from Asiatics 
who came to the American continent on foot 
across the ice of Bering Strait or by out-
rigger canoe or some other similar boat 
by way of the Pacific islands and perhaps 
South America. James Michener's recent 
novel, Hawaii, suggests many fascinating 
possibilities here, and also points up some 
of the similarities between the American 
Indian and the Asiatic and Polynesian. 
(Hawaii is an important document, a tre-
mendous effort, and an exc1tmg story, 
despite its necessary literary lapses.) 
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We see an interesting thing happening 
now. The American frontier has ended, 
in Hawaii. We cannot go farther west 
without arriving back in the East, that is, 
back in Asia. This completes a cycle of 
westward expansion which began at least 
thirty centuries ago. Within this pattern, 
East and West now become one. It is an 
uneasy union. Just as we help to democra-
tize Japan; as we assume popular interest 
in Zen-Buddhism; as we begin to recon-
cile Chinese and Japanese and Polynesian 
to our culture through the statehood of 
Hawaii - just now there are stirrings in 
China and other parts of Asia which could 
mean trouble, i.e., the beginning of a new 
cycle of westward e·xpansion. Or, perhaps 
this time the move will be east, toward 
America, now that the outrigger canoe 
has been replaced by more adequate trans-
portation. Again, we might loo'k upon the 
arrival of the Indian as the early beginning 
of the new eastward movement, even though 
we are just now seeing the significance of 
the "vanishing" Indian. 
All this is to suggest that our current 
interest in things American, and particularly 
in things Indian, has resulted from a com-
plex of causes. Let us en umerate four: 
I. In protest against the tensions of 
modern society, we are turning once again 
to a study of the "natural" life, · of life 
lived in natural honesty unencumbered by 
the artificialities and deceit of contemporary 
civilization. This is not a new phenomenon, 
nor is nature as opposed to civilization a 
new problem. In American literature it 
may be found in James Fenimore Cooper, 
John Muir, Mary Austin, Robinson Jeffers, 
Frank Norris, and John Steinbeck, to men-
tion the more important writers. Of course, 
we are not ready to give up our television 
sets, our new automobiles (long or short), 
our many electrical gadgets, and our gas 
heating systems. Our "protest" against the 
modern unnatural life is made not through 
action or vital experience but through an 
interest in books about the Indian and the 
fur trapper who lived in the "good old" 
days. 
2. As already suggested, we are looking 
for an American myth, for an American 
tradition which will replace certain non-
workable elements within our older sys-
tems of mythology (Greek, Hebraic, e tc.). 
We need myth as a basis for the arts. An 
obvious example of this generalization is 
W. B. Yeats and his many fine poems based 
upon .Irish legends. Many of these stories 
are now available to the general reader in 
a hands?ffie collection, Mythologies, by W. 
B. Yeats (Macmillan, $5.00). These are 
the stories which form the myth upon 
which Yeats worked, and it is through the 
myth that Yeats' art is best approached. 
It is always interesting to notice the sim-
ilarities between various bodies of myth. 
For example, -there are im~rtant parallels 
between American Indian customs and be-
liefs and arts and those of the Greek culture 
of the pre-Christian era. For an excitingly-
written commentary on Greek life, which 
will help to make the comparison with 
American Indian life, see The Greek View 
of Life, by G. LOwes Dickinson (now avail-
able as an Ann Arbor Paperback, $1.7 5). 
3. Assuming that the American Indian 
is a descendant of ancient Asiatics, it might 
occur to someone that he could proceed 
toward an unde.rstanding of the Asiatic 
mind through a study of the American 
primitive mind. This is not as silly a pos-
sibility as it may seem at first. The dif-
ficulty is in getting through the romanticized 
cloak that has been thrown around the In-
dian, in seeing him obje-ctively, and in 
penetratihg a mind that often seems to be 
impenetrable. The rewards more than 
justify the effort. 
4. In the mid-twentieth century we are 
engaged in international struggles which 
show us clearly that old isolationisms and 
even nationalis~s are going to disappear 
in the face of joint efforts by several na-
tions to explore space. Just before the amal-
gamation occurs, however, America (histor-
ically a youngster) wants to establish its 
identity, to strike its traditions deep into its 
soil, to achieve some kind of settled distinc-
tion in history. We suddenly have a last-
minute rash of nationalistic and even re-
gionalistic feeling that we must get our 
national character established. We must 
know who we are (or were) before we 
leave our place of origin. Also, from a 
practical point of view, we realize that the 
oldtimers in the West are dying out. The 
men who fought the Indians, the women 
who settled in sod-houses, the Indians 
themselves - the people who actually lived 
within the last primitivism and the last 
frontier conditions - are old and dying. 
Historians and writers, professionals and 
amateurs, rush about frantically to get the 
first-hand stories before it is too late. And 
all of this material is getting published. 
A fifth reason, which I suggest hesi-
tantly, is that Easterners are buying West-
ern Americana because it has suddenly 
become the "thing to do," along with buy-
ing paintings and other art work. During 
a period of prosperity we become collec-
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tors, storing up against the next drouth, the 
next depression. The money is in the 
East, and so most of the books are being 
bought in the East. (And at exorbitant 
prices in most cases, far above what the 
collector would need to pay if he left the 
East and looked around a bit.) 
For the intelligent reader who is more 
concerned with reading than with collect-
ing, but who likes to purchase his reading, 
a wonderful thing is happening : se·veral 
publishers are reprinting, at sensible prices, 
authentic books about the West, books 
which in their original editions were either 
very expensive or were impossible for 
anyone but the rare book deale·r to find. 
Along with these welcome reprints are 
coming some original works a.lso, so that 
the interest in Western Americana is grow-
ing, even in the publishing and academic 
worlds. 
The leader in the field is the University 
of Oklahoma Press. Beginning with the 
Civilization of the American Indian Series 
in 1932 and the American . Explora tion 
and Travel Series in 1938, and recently 
expanded with the Westeorn Frontier Li-
brary in 1953 and the new Centers of 
Civilization Series, Oklahoma Press has 
published approximately one hundred 
volumes of Americana. In the early days 
of the Indian and Travel series, fewer 
than a thousand copies we·re printed of 
some titles. Now, with what the Press 
terms "a very large market," additions to 
these two series usually run to 3,500 
copies the first time with second printings 
on many of the books. In the newer 
Western Frontier series, the normal initial 
printing is now six thousand copies, with 
certain exce•ptions. 
Success in terms of sales is a relative 
thing at Oklahoma Press. Some scholarly 
volumes do well at a thousand copies sold. 
On the other hand, one volume of the 
Civilization of the American Indian series 
has sold approximately twenty thousand 
copies. (This is not bad for a " popular" 
novel in some cases. ) Even the low figure 
is pleasing, says the Press, because the book 
is not planned for normal popular con-
sumption. 
What distinguishes the volume6 of Ameri-
cana from Oklahoma Press is their attempt, 
through scholarship, to get at facts, which 
usually means that the writer must wade 
through an almost endless string of legends 
and tales corning out of the romantic West. 
Two such volumes, as reliable as can be 
found, which have been published recently 
are Bill Sublette: Mountain Man, by John 
E. Sunder ( $5.00) and Life and Adven-
tures of Frank Grouard, by Joe DeBarthe, 
edited by Edgar Stewart ($5.00). H ere 
we have the stuff of legends, of myth, in 
stories of he·roism and great deeds, tempered 
with the facts of human reality. 
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Bill Sublette got his start in the fur trade 
with General Ashley's expedition up the 
Missouri River in 1823. This expedition 
and this year were significant in that they 
saw two generations of mountain men 
getting together briefly before the era of 
mountain men ended. The real old-timers, 
represented by the legendary but real Hugh 
Glass, were fretting because civilization was 
getting too close. Many of these men suf-
fered personal tragedy as their freedom 
was taken away from them, little by little. 
But the younger men like Bill Sublette and 
Jim Bridger could see that life was chang-
ing and could, to a certain extent, adjust 
to civilized ways. Bridger became a supplier 
east of Salt Lake. Sublette , although he 
died young, made the move from fur trad-
ing to banking and business m St. Louis 
and left a large fortune. 
Frank Grouard lived later in the nine-
teenth century, yet has become more legen-
dary than Suble.tte in some ways. Grouard 
is common! y spoken of as the best scout 
in the plains area during the U.S. Army 
wars against the Plains Indians which cul-
minated in the Custer massacre and the 
subsequent surrender of the Sioux. Frank 
Grouard was captured by the Sioux when 
he was nineteen. H e spent seven years in 
the villages of tho two famous Indi an 
leaders, Sitting Bull and Crazy Horse. 
Later, when Grouard scouted for General 
Crook against the Sioux, he showed such 
remarkable knowledge of the enemy that 
his fellow scouts held him suspect and even 
attempted to kill him. 
Oklahoma's Life of Grouard is a reprint 
of the 1894 edition by Joe DcBarthe, who 
knew Grouard and got most of his story 
directly from him. This new edition, wel-
comed by readers who cannot afford to 
purchase original editions, is edited by 
Edgar I. Stewart, perhaps best remembered 
for his a uthorita tive b:lok on Custer, Custer's 
Luck, also published by Oklahoma Press. 
(A note to the University of Oklahoma 
Press, Norman, Oklahoma, will bring a 
fascinating ca talog of Americana. ) 
On a smaller scale in volumes published 
and sold, but just as important in terms of 
material, is the Mid-American Series begun 
se-veral years ago by Harlow Ross (Ross and 
Haines, Inc., Minneapolis). Mr. Ross is 
a dealer in rare books, interested in the 
West, who decided in 1955 that certain 
rare books should be more generally avail-
able to the public. Since then he has re-
issued some dozen rare books which formerly 
brought up to $100 on the used book mark-
et. The runs are small, usually fifteen 
hundred copies, and the price is uniform, 
$8.7 5 per volume. Some of the books have 
been reprinted in facsimile of the original 
editions. A collector of Western Americana 
(and remember that we are thinking of 
the collector who also reads) could do 
much worse than begin by purchasing the 
en tire Ross set. 
Mr. Ross has mixed feelings about his 
publishing venture, partly because his is 
what might be called an extremely small 
outfit. But he points out that "the pub-
lishing of books was once the sole province 
of bookdealers. In the 17th and 18th cen-
turies, dealers bargained with writers, pur-
chased their product outright, or hired 
hacks by the day or the month to turn out 
writings that dealers found in demand. The 
landmarks of English literature were pub-
lished by bookdealers, and I merely re-
turned to the ancient practice." 
Personnel, says Mr. Ross, is the main 
problem. "It is hard for one man to be 
designer, artist, typographer, paper and 
binder expert, shipping clerk and janitor." 
The market is limited, also, and thus the 
somewhat high price per volume. How-
ever, the books are in constant demand by 
universities, historical societies, and libraries, 
and many geoneral readers have suddenly 
discovered that American history is an ex-
citing field of study when approached 
through the original sources. 
Some of the books in Ross's Mid-America 
Series especially worth mentioning: 
1. Jonathan Carver, Travels Through 
the Interior Parts of North America, fac-
simile edition of the London 1781 edition, 
and including two folding maps. Carver 
was the first English explorer in what is 
now Wisconsin and Minnesota. 
2. Edwin James, ed., Thirty Years Indi-
an Captivity of ]ohn Tanner. Tanner was 
captured by Indians when he was a boy, 
grew up with them in Minneosota and 
Canada, became so much like an Indian 
himself that his story has the effect of 
taking the reader inside an Indian mind. 
This is a reomarkable tale. The new edition 
includes the long glossary of Indian words. 
3. John D. Hunter, Manners and Cus-
toms of Indian Tribes, an exciting account 
of the inland Indians' first trip to the 
Pacific. Hunter (real name unknown) was 
part of this tremendous experience, having 
lived in relative happiness with the Plains 
Indians since being captured in infancy. 
4. Patrick Gass, Journals of the Lewis 
and Clark Expedition, writte•n by a sergeant 
who kept a day-to-day account of this 
famous expedition. 
A note to Mr. Harlow Ross (last address 
was 328 South 6th St.) will bring a bro-
chure with titles and descriptions of the en-
tire serie6. 
To make the story of Americana publish-
ing a little more complete, we should men-
tion two publishers, although there are 
even more who might be listed. One of 
the best regional publishers in the country 
is the Caxton Printers, Ltd., Caldwell, 
Idaho. Concerned largely with the North-
west, Caxton maintains a surprisingly long 
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list of books, good ones in most instances, 
including some recent Americana. Farther 
East, the Indiana Unive·rsity Press has pub-
lished a f ew books of interest to the West-
ern lore addict. Crow Killer was reviewed 
he·re not many months ago. Other Men's 
Skies, which I have not seen, is said to be 
an exceptional book. On hand at this time 
is The Inland Whale, by Theodora Kroeber 
( $4.50 ) , consisting of tales of California 
Indians. 
Mrs. Kroeber is a native of the West, 
is married to an anthropologist, and is 
therefore particularly suited to the ma-
terial of her book. The stories are not · 
original with her, but she has done the 
valuable service of preserving not only a 
heritage but also the poetry and drama of 
the myths of the Far Western Indians. 
Curiously, most of the stories center around 
women. Mrs. Kroeber also discusseG primi-
tive story telling. The esthetic value of 
the book is enhanced by sensitive and 
lovely drawings by Joseph Crivy. All in 
all, this a beautiful book which provides 
some of the myths upon which American 
art must rest if it is to be m e·:mingful as 
American art. 
These are only a few of the many books 
available now to serious readers of early 
Amorican fact, lore, and legend in the West. 
Because the frontier West is still fairly close 
to us in time, the legends have not yet 
settled into the material of serious art. 
But they will. In not too many years, the 
tales from The Inland Whale may serve 
as material for fiction or poetry in the 
same way that lc·gends and myths used by 
Yeats became such an integral part of his 
poetry. There are already indications that 
the American West will provide the myth 
which American art has needed. 
]OH N R. MILTON 
RELIGION 
THIS IS MY BODY 
By Hermann Sasse (Augsburg, $7 .00) 
This is the first comprehensive study of 
the development of Luther's doctrine of the 
Sacrament of the Altar to appear in English. 
It will be especially welcomed by all who 
have wondered what the Lutheran doctrine 
of the Real Pre-sence means and why Lu-
therans are so insistent on maintaining it. 
It comes at an especially opportune time. 
Lutheran and R eformed Christians through-
out the world are engaging in new conversa-
tions on the doctrine of the Sacrament of 
the Altar. Such discussions must force 
Lutheran Christians to rethink and re-
evaluate their own doctrine of this Sacra-
ment. In Germany a committee of theo-
logians have presented a series of joint 
conclusions known as the Arnoldshain Theses 
for discussion. In India a proposed agree-
ment between Lutherans and the Church 
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of South India is under discussion. Even 
though American Lutherans are not actively 
engaged in such discussions, we must still 
ask whether agreements re-ached elsewhere 
would provide us with an acceptable basis 
of agreement. English speaking Lutheran; 
have been hampered in such conversations 
and in such reexamination of their own 
position by the general lack of historical 
studies in the English language . This book 
fills a par ticularly painful gap in a com-
prehensive and scholarly fashion. 
Dr. Sasse's H ere We Stand has made 
him a well known figure to American Lu-
therans. H e taught at the University of 
Erlangen (Germany) until 1949 when he 
emigrated to Australia. H e now teaches 
at Immanuel Theological Seminary m 
North Adelaide. 
Sasse's work takes full advantage of the 
extensive research on the Reformers' doc-
trine of this Sacrament. H e himself has 
made two major contributions to the present 
discussions: Kirche und H errenmahl ( 1938) 
and Vom Sakrament des Altars (1941) . 
Major sc·: tions cf both studies are In-
corporated into the presc.nt book. 
The controversy on the doctrine of the 
Lord's Supper reached a climax in the 
Marburg Colloquy of 1529. Theological 
disagreement prevented political unity be-
tween the northern German Reformers un-
der the influence of Luther and the Swiss 
and southc.:-n German R eformers under the 
influence of Zwingli . Phi lip of H esse finally 
arranged a meeting between Luther and 
Zwingli in Marburg in the hope that a 
"summit confc.rence" would resolve the dif-
fi culties. The conversations resulted in 
outward agreement on fourteen points of 
doctrine. There was no agrc·2ment on the 
Sacrament of the Altar. 
The immediate effects of that disagree-
ment wc.re political and military. It was 
in essence, however, a theological disagree-
ment and its theological effects remain felt 
wherever Lutheran and Reformed Chris-
tians live side by side-. The line drawn at 
Marburg has remained the line of division. 
There can be no union between Lutheran 
Christians and Christians who deny the 
R eal Presence of our Lord's Body and 
Blood in the Sacrament of the Altar. The 
disagreement at Marburg thus remains the 
legacy of every Lutheran-Reformed con-
versation today. For -this reason, Sasse 
centers his presentation around the Marburg 
Colloquy. It is, in fact, primarily a book 
a;bout Marburg. 
Sasse begins with an overview of the 
de·velopment of the doctrine in the medieval 
church. H e then describes the early devel-
opment of Luther's doctrine of the Lord's 
Supper in the years before the controversy 
with Zwingli ( 1517-1524 ). In opposition 
to the emphasis on the sacrifice of the mass, 
Luther emphasizes the forgiveness of sins as 
the he-art and center of the Sacrament. 
The R eal Presence is assumed but is not the 
center of -the discussion. 
In Zurich Zwingli was converting the 
Sacrament of the Altar into a visual aid to 
the proclamation of Gospel. He noted the 
difference between himself and Luther in 
the doctrine of the R eal Presence and 
concluded that Luther was s-till bound in 
medieval superstition. Since he had car-
ried the R eformation beyond Luther he 
fc.Jt compelled to correct Luther's position. 
The tone is not always friendly. Luther 
was slow to reply. Even when he wrote 
against errors similar to those of Zwingli, 
he did not refc·r to him by name. He was 
not eager for controversy. It was forced 
upon him. H e accepted it only because he 
recognized that Zwingli's denial of the R eal 
Presence was basically a denial of the Gos-
pel of the forgiveness of sins. When the 
conflict came, it was bric.f and bitter. Any 
evaluation of it or of its conclusion at Mar-
burg must begin with the fact that Zwingli 
started the controversy, chose the point to 
be debated, and set the tone of the discus-
siOn. 
Sasse gives a good survey of the con-
troversy and then summarizes it in terms 
of the Marburg conversations. The min-
utes of those discussions reveal the hopeless-
ness of it all. Sasse has reproduced them 
in detail. There was no real meeting of 
minds because there was no common basis. 
Outward agreement on fourteen articles of 
doctrine could only conceal what could not 
remain hidden in the discussion of the 
Lord 's Supper. There were basic differ-
Co:1Ces in the understanding of the Gospel 
and of God's way of salvation. It is un-
fortun ate that this basic difference was not 
discussed directly rather than obliquely 
through a discussion of the R eal Presence. 
Bucc.r and other southern Germans sided 
with Zwingli at Marburg. By 1536 con-
versations had created a basis of agreement 
known as the Wittenberg Concord. These 
discussions make it clear that Luther was 
not stubbornly defending a formula but 
was flexible enough to take advantage of 
every chance for basic agreement. The 
doctrine of the Real Presence was safe-
guarded by the affirmation that the benefits 
of the Lord's Supper are received through 
eating and drinking and that the Real 
Presence exists apart from our faith ( un-
believers also receive). The discussions 
leading up to the Formula of Concord re-
veal the same combination of unity in es-
sentials alongside of disagreement in the 
manner of theological explication. Sasse 
presents these as a postscript to Mar-
burg but they are important because they 
show that the Lutheran doctrine of the R eal 
Presence really is concerned with the Gos-
pel and not with Luther's reputation. 
Sasse's presentation is accurate and com-
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prehensive. He does not discuss everything 
and his selection reflects his own emphases. 
That is to be expected and his preface 
warns us to expect it. The concentration 
on Marburg might have led Sasse to a one-
sided emphasis on the words of institution. 
It is re-freshing to note, however, that Sasse 
is able to combine ·this with an emphasis on 
the sacramental union of Christ and the 
believer (1 Cor. 10, 16f). He thus empha-
sizes the side of Luther's doctrine which is 
not in the forefront at Marburg. This gives 
depth and meaning to his assertion that the 
Sacrament is the Gospel and that "faith 
alone" is at stake both in the doctrine of 
the Gospel and of the Real Presence. This 
is not that kind of faith which merely ac-
cepts the word of Scripture as true but 
rather that saving faith which participates 
in the Body and Blood, Death and Resur-
rection of our Lord. Sasse thus finds the 
connection between Baptism and the Lord's 
Supper. 
This aspect of the doctrine deserves to be 
discussed in greater de.tail. But so much 
is there, that th1; emphasis on the sacra-
menta'! union of Christ and the Christian 
will immeasurably enrich American Luther-
an sacrame·ntal theology. There is, there-
fore, much more to the doctrine of the 
Real Presence than appears from the dis-
cussion at Marburg. This means that our 
discussions with other Christians dare never 
be a mere repristination of that conversa-
tion. 
Sasse thus achieve~! his basiC purpose. The 
understanding of our history should deepen 
our appreciation and our understanding of 
our heritage. Thus prepared we can en-
gage in discussions without fear of losing 
the Gospel and can dare to consider new 
formulations of the old truth. Sasse's book 
leads to two conclusions: first, Luther's 
doctrine of the Real Presence is to be main-
tained because thus the essential content 
of the Gospel of the forgiveness of sins is 
preserved; second, the de.cision at Mar-
burg is, therefore, basic and every present 
day discussions must come to te·rms with it. 
The book is recommended to interested 
laymen without hesitation. Since it is to be 
hoped that many will read it, the fact that 
occasional Latin and German phrases ap-
pear without a full translation is a minor 
but vexing fault. 
THE PRESSURE OF OUR 
COMMON CALLING 
By W. A. Visser 't Hooft (Doubleday, 
$2.50) 
Can the exacting demands of Christian 
service, witness, and fellowship in the mo-
dern world serve to forge the churches into 
one body? This is the question to which 
W. A. Visser 't Hooft, Ge·neral Secretary of 
the World Council of Churches, addresses 
himself. To this task he applies not only 
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his compe·tence as a theologian, but also his 
wide experience as a leader in the ecumeni-
cal movement. The result is a thoroughly 
challenging study of one of the leading 
problems in contemporary theology. 
The point of departure is the author's 
conviction that "a theology of the ecumenical 
movement must deal with the meaning of 
our present relationships. It must give 
guidance for that in-between period when 
we can no longer remain wholly isolated 
from each other and realize that we must 
stay together, but when we are not yet 
able to enter into that full fellowship with 
each other which would express itself in liv-
ing together as members of one visible body." 
In making his contribution toward a the-
ology for the present ecumenical situation, 
he asserts the thesis that, on the one hand, 
a real unity does in fact exist as a gift of 
God; but that, on the o:her hand, we dare 
not pretend that the existing, empirical 
unity is greater than it is, nor is it to be 
identified with the unity which now belongs 
to the nature of the Church of Christ.' The 
real issue, then, is how the present level of 
unity can grow into the unity which IS 
biblically normal. 
The answer proposed to this que6tion is 
derived from a consideration of the classical 
passage on unity, Ephesians 4, in which the 
key word is seen to be: calling. Christians 
are bound together in an indestructible 
fellowship because they share in a com-
mon calling in Christ. Their unity is 
realized in their response to their common 
calling. "There is no way for churches 
which are neither fully united nor com-
p10!ely separated to arrive at a real, con-
crete, manifest unity except the way of 
common obedience to the common calling. 
The ecumenical task is to go "forward to-
ge.ther in making a common response to 
the one calling." When, then, the further 
question is asked, "What is the calling of 
the Church?", the author replies by de--
lineating three interrelated, though not 
identical, aspects of the common calling: 
the call to witness, the call to service, and 
the call to fellowship. A chapter is de-
voted to each of these, in which the im-
plication for the ecumenical movement is 
spelled out. 
In this reviewer's judgment, these three 
chapters provide the most stimulation. Be-
cause such keen theological perception is 
at work in developing the positive aspects 
of the church's calling to witness, service, 
and fellowship, it is almost disconcerting 
to be so rudely confronted with such obvious 
and compelling implications for the ecu-
menical movement. So, for example, if 
it be true that the New Testament con-
siders the oneness that is found in Christ, 
which finds expression in the life of the 
primitive Church, as an essential part of 
the good news which it proclaims, then how 
shall the Church speak convincingly today? 
How shall we answer the charge of Bishop 
Azariah of India made in 1927 at the 
Lausanne Conference: "The divisions of 
Christendom may be a source of weakness 
in Christian counries, but in non-Christian 
lands they are a sin and a scandal"? Or, 
if the subject turns to interchurch service, 
one 1s certainly arrested by the challenge 
of this statement: "Following the example 
of St. Paul, churches should help each 
other, not in spite of disagreement but be-
cause of disagreement, for giving create6 
that bond of love on the basis of which 
disagreement may be overcome." Or, again, 
any attempt to take refuge in the unity of 
the "invisible Church" must first of all 
deal seriously with a consideration such as 
this: "It is quite wrong to think of the 
spiritual unity of John 17 in terms of an 
invisible unity, as a Platonic idea or a 
fine sentiment hid in the souls of the faith-
ful, which does not find concrete expression 
in their common life and their common 
witness. The world is to be·lieve because 
of the unity of the Church." 
The author's baJlanced judgment, so well 
reflected throughout the volume, becomes 
quite explicit in the fifth and final chap-
ter. If the earlier chapters outline the 
way to unity and thus provide a "theology 
of the road," then the final chapter reaches 
affirmations on the nature of the Church's 
unity and thus presents a "theology of the 
goal." This distinction enables him to re-
joice in the progress of the ecumenical 
movement to date; we are on the way. 
But at the same time he can objectively 
assess the weaknesses; we still have a long 
way to go be.fore we arrive at the goal. 
Lutherans who regard doctrinal unity as 
the sine qua non on the way to establishing 
full Ohurch fellowship will be especially 
intere·sted to note that Visser 't Hooft dis-
cussed this as a part of the goal of the 
ecumenical movement. "However deep and 
broad our agreement today may be, if it is 
not rooted in and controlled by the faith 
once delivered to the saints, it is not the 
unity for which our Lord prayed." This 
balance allows for a degree of manifest 
unity on the way even, and especially, 
where the ultimate goal has not yet been 
reached. If one is inclined to balk at 
such a consequence, it may well be that 
he has succeeded m shielding himself 
against the pressure of our common calling. 
WALTER E. KELLER 
GENERAL 
DARWIN, EVOLUTION, AND CREATION 
Paul A. Zimmerman, Editor (Concordia, 
$3.95) 
This book consists of six e5sa ys written 
by four authors: I. "Darwinism, Science, 
and the Bible," by Wilbert H. Rusch; 2. 
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"In the Beginning God Created;' by Ray-
mond F. Surburg; 3. "The Evidence for 
Creation," by Paurl A. Zimmerman; 4. "The 
Case for Evolution," by John W. Klotz; 5. 
"The Age of the Earth," by Paul A. Zim-
merman; 6. "T•he Influence of Darwin-
ism," by Raymond F. Surburg. In the 
foreword the editor indicates that in the 
centennia;I year of Darwin's publ,ication of 
the Origin of Species "this book is written 
in the interest of critically evaluating some 
of the questions raised by Darwinism, as 
well as the ·issues that have grown out of 
the conflict between evolution and Christ-
ianity." 
Thus both theological and scientific is-
sues have to be considered; moreover any 
conclusions reached and any opinions pre-
sented here have pastoral implications. 
There is some question whether it is pos-
sible for a person to be thoroughly compe-
tent as both theologian and scientist. The 
formal training of the authors, particularly 
of Messrs. Zimmerman and Klotz, both 
graduates of Concordia Seminary in St. 
Louis and both with a Ph.D. in a scientific 
discipline, would seem to qualify them to 
speak in both areas. The author of this 
review, however, also a graduate of Con-
cordia Seminary and with a Ph.D. in a 
scientific discipline, has re.ason to believe 
that such training falls far short of pro-
viding thorough competence in both areas. 
Having said this he disqualifies himself as 
any sort of a final judge concerning the 
issues involved. But he does wish to point 
out that in his mind there are objections 
that must be raised to the views expressed 
in this book. These objections are theo-
~ogical, pastoral, and scientific. 
It is the theological issue which is ·the 
basic one. There is no question but that 
Scripture teaches that God was and is the 
Creator. There is considerable disagree-
ment among Christian and Lutheran the-
ologians, however, as to whether Scripture 
-reveals the "how" and "when" of creation. 
Opposing opinions are referred to by Mr. 
Surburg in his first essay, but he dismisses 
these fundamental issues rather quickly as 
follows: 
"In rejecting these methodological and 
interpretive procedures, we should note 
that in the church the normal method 
of Bible interpretation is to accept 'the 
original text when its component words 
are understood in the world view and 
according to the scale of values of the 
author' [Bernard Ramm, Protestant 
Biblical l ·nterpretation, rev. ed. (Bos-
ton: W. A. Wilde Company, 1956), 
p. 83). Holy Writ throughout stresses 
the reality of creation and of all 
creaturely existence. Our Lord (Matt. 
19: 4-7) and St. Paul (Rom. 5: 12-19; 
1 Cor. 15: 45; 1 Tim. 2: 13, 14) in 
the New Testament referred to indi-
vidual e·vents recorded in Gen. 1-3 as 
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historical facts. The Genesis account 
of creation is accepted by the rest of 
Holy Scriptures as literally true and 
not in any sense as aUegorical, symboli-
cal, apocalyptical, or mythological." 
An appeal to the "normal method," no 
matter what its merits are, is hardly the 
way to establish a sound foundation when 
issues like these are involved. It is always 
possible that a "normal method" must ·be 
reevaJluated. And one wonders how Mr. 
Surburg's views - especially his terms 
"historical facts" and "literally true" -
expressed following the quotation from Mr. 
R amm jibe with the spirit of that quotation. 
Yet it is essentially on this foundation, 
which seems subject to the above questions, 
that the thoughts expressed in his book are 
implicitly and explicitly based and must 
stand. 
This re·viewer does not claim competence 
to pass judgment on this theological issue. 
But he does wish to point out once more 
that these are problems with which theolo-
gians, true to the message of Scripture 
and to the Lutheran confessions, are grapp-
•ling. It would hardly seem desirable to 
make unequivocal judgments on the basis 
of an ove·rsimplification of the issues and 
an appeal to the "normal method" of in-
terpreta tion. 
On the basis of the ·theological founda-
tion described above opinions arc· given which 
have pastoral implica tions. Regularly a 
contrast is made between "evolution" and 
"creation." Neither term is defined. It 
seems that adjectives at least would be in 
order to define them more sharply. Evolu-
tion may be theistic or atheistic. Obviously 
the authors of this book condemn the latte-r, 
but the former is ruled out as well. With 
respect to creation, it seems fair to say that 
the creation of the authors is fiat creation as 
compared to natural creation. Thus Mr. 
Sur burg writes in his first essay: 
"What shall be said about the interpre-
tative approach that teaches a doctri~e 
of 'creation by evolution'? Our an-
swer is that the system of hermeneutics 
that endeavors to accommodate Gen. 2 
to evolution attacks the integrity and 
infallibility of the entire Bible and sets 
the church adrift upon a sea of doubt 
and uncertainty as to just what is God's 
divine -revelation and what is merely 
folklore." 
In referring to the Copernican controversy 
four centuries ago Mr. Rusch writes that the 
"tragedy was that the blame for this 
narrow conception of nature fe.JI not 
on the schoolmen's interpretation of 
the Bible, where it belonged, but on 
the Scriptures themselves. Scientists 
later reached that point where they 
were ready to throw the baby out with 
the bath water. They wrongly con-
cluded that Scripture in all its aspects 
must be discarded completely before 
science could progress." 
Are not the authors of this book m pre-
senting their interpretation, that of fiat 
creation, as the only interpretation, allow~cl 
by Scripture, flirting with similar tragedy? 
Unfortunately our young people who en-
counter these problems early in their high 
school years, if not earlier, are regularly 
presented with alternatives which may be 
false ones. Are there not alternatives other 
than the two presented by Mr. Zimmer-
man in his first essay as follows: 
"Is it best to conclude that all this is 
the product of creation by Almighty 
God [remember what this means in this 
book as indicated above] or to assume 
that thece uncountable stars, separated 
by incomprehensible distances in a uni-
verse which some think is infinite in 
size, set themselves in the heavens and 
today wheel through space, directed 
and preserved only by chance?" 
Yet the publishers of this book are recom-
me-nding it to persons plagued with these 
problems, and to those advising them, as 
providing answers to their questions. This 
is a pastoral concern that dare not be passed 
over lightly. 
In this connection one may weoll wonder 
whether the insistence on the understanding 
of the words in the same way that the 
authors of this books say they must be un-
derstood does not weaken Scriptural teach-
ing concerning the work of the Holy Spirit. 
The Spirit works through the Word, and 
to place an undue emphasis on the words 
and certainly on a particular interpretation 
of them represents a discoloring of His 
work. 
A final point on which this book must 
be criticized is on its scientific content. 
This reviewer has marked his copy in 
dozens · of places where half-truths are 
spoken, whe·re quotations supporting the 
authors' views are taken from the con-
text of books presenting contrary views, 
and where there is misrepresentation. A 
person not familiar with the 'literature in 
this field might pass over these refe·rences 
without question. Most readers of this 
review probably fit into this category, and 
too lengthy a discussion of the technical 
issues would be out of place here. But the 
charges are serious ones and at least one 
example should be cited. Mr. Klotz 
questions the premise of e•volutionists that 
similarity is evidence of descent from a 
common ancestor as follows: 
"The phenomenon of parallel mutations 
is apparently widespread. This is the 
occurrence by mutation of similar char-
acteristics in different species. For in-
stance, the fruit flies Drosophila me-
lanogaster and D. simulans, two sepa-
rate species of fruit fly, have both ex-. 
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perienced mutations of eye color to 
prune, ruby, and garnet; of body 
color to yellow; of bristle shape6 to 
forked and bobbed; of wings to cross-
veinless, vesicuilated, and rudimentary. 
It might well be assumed that two 
flies, both of which have ruby eyes, 
have inherited this characteristic from 
a common ancestor. Yet if the one is 
Drosophila melanogaster and the other 
D. simulans, it is like.ly that this is not 
the case. Here is a clear instance of a 
similarity that is not due to descent 
from a common ancestor." 
But a person familiar with genetics - and 
Mr. Klotz is a ge<lleticist - knows that most 
biologists use these facts with respect to 
the mutations of these two species of 
Drosophila to make exactly the opposite 
point, namely that the fact that similar 
mutations occur in these two species indi-
cates that they have similar gene-tic materials 
which they must have acquired from a 
common ancestor. 
It is gratifying to see that Concordia 
Publishing House is a:lert to areas of cur-
re-nt concern such as that discussed in this 
book. And in all fairness it should be said 
that the book in many respects correctly 
indicates the limitations of the scientific 
method and cautions against the dogmatism 
and reve-als the assumptions underlying 
many scientific interpretations. Unfor-
tunately, however, its own assumptions and 
procedure are- subject to the criticisms in-
dicated above. For these reasons it can-
not be recommended, particularly for those 
for whom it is publicized as being intended. 
One's relation in faith to his Savior and 
Creator as re-vealed in the Word is not 
affected by his acceptance or rejection of a 
particular interpretation of the words of 
the early chapters of Genesis. To place 
this book, with its alternatives, in the hands 
of a person grappling with these problems 
and unaware of the underlying assumptions 
in the- book would be to do him a disservice. 
ACROSS THE NIGHT: ADVENTURES 
IN THE SUPRANORMAL 
By J. E. Jacoby (Philosophical Library, 
$3.75) 
THE SACRED MUSHROOM: KEY TO 
THE DOOR OF ETERNITY 
By Andrija Puharich (Doubleday, $4.50) 
The first of these books centers on the 
narration of an extended, but intense, re-
ligious e-xperience suffered some years ago 
by an acquaintance of the author, who 
tentatively places it in the category of 
mysticism. Instances of this nature are al-
most unknown in the twentieth century. 
The spiritual vitality of the Middle Ages 
was swept away by the tide of Renaissance 
idealistic ·humanism. Re-placement of the 
Renaissance ideal by a positivist (later na-
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turalistic) philosophy left modern man with 
a culture unmodified by Christianity as 
a potent force. Hence the rarity of the 
type experience related here, and the dif-
ference of thought regarding its source; for, 
says the author, the German school of 
psychiatry would label this schizophrenia, 
not mysticism. 
The last of the five chapters, t'lntitled 
"Controversial," presents ideas concerning 
the subconscious, and, particularly, the 
source of inspiration. Here is made a sur-
vey from the Delphic oracle to Hocking 
and Jung. Included also are some recent 
incidents of a supranormal, though not re-
ligious, nature. 
There is at present no rational explana-
tion for many of the occurrences related 
in the second book. (All you determined 
non-believers in extrasensory perception will 
probably stop reading here. So much ho-
kum and fak t'try have been perpetrated in 
the past upon a credulous public that al-
most everything relating to the powers of 
the subconscious mind is popularly in great 
disrepute. Even hypnotism, which was first 
practiced weJl over a hundred years ago, 
has only recently become respectable.) The 
author is no crackpot, but a graduate of 
Northwestern Unive-rsity School of Medi-
cine, who has been investigating exttasc.:~­
sory perception since 1947. In June, 1954, 
Dr. Puharich was serving as medical officer 
at the Army Chemical Center, Edgewood, 
Maryland. His interest was aroused by a 
long distance telephone call from a friend 
concerning a young man, a sculptor from 
Holland then living in New York, who had 
undergont'l, apparently, an involuntary 
trance while inspecting a piece of ancient 
Egyptian jewelry belonging to his hostess. 
The strange experiences related in this 
book resulted from the doctor's observations 
of this young man "who spontaneously 
went into a deep sleep and then bc>gan to 
speak and write in the ancient Egyptian 
language." 
A medical friend of the author with a 
degree in Egyptology translated the first 
portion of material obtained in this extraor-
dinary fashion without knowing its source 
and was surprised to see that some of the 
symbols used were archaic, belonging to 
"Old Kingdom" history. He declined to 
cooperate further upon learning the con-
ditions under which the hieroglyphs were 
written. 
During observations of this young man 
over a period of threoe years, Dr. Puharich 
became convinced that neither hoax nor 
delusion was involved. Information ob-
tained while the "sensitive" was in deep 
trance (forty-nine of these occurred during 
that time) indicated to the author the 
t'lxistence of a sacred mushroom (in his 
case, Amanita muscaria) cult in ancient 
Egypt. He thinks he has found in the 
hieroglyphs of the Pyramid Texts, evidence 
of the ritual use of this mushroom, and 
would like to interest Egyptologists in 
this idea. 
There are many other threads to the in-
tricate piece of detective work undertaken 
by Dr. Puharich. He never leaves the 
reade·r confused as to what is fact and 
what is conjecture, although some of the 
former stagger the reason. The thoroughly 
documented text is supplemented by four 
appendices. Of necessity, this fascinating 
narrative leaves much unsolved. 
THE VOYAGE OF THE GOLDEN RULE: 
An Experiment with Truth 
By A•lbert Bigelow (Double-day, $3.95) 
To ·Call the H bomb clean, 
Makes sound and sense divergent; 
Unless, of course, you mean 
The ultimate detergent. 
When nuclear bomb tests were being 
conducted in the Marshall Islands early 
in 1958, four stout-hearted men sailed 
thither in The Golden Rule, a thirty-foot 
ketch. No matter that the heroic venture 
was halte-d; this book was written by the 
captain to show why that symbolic vessel 
, attempted, in protest, to enter where no 
ship was permitted to go. 
The subtitle aptly unde.rscores the prin-
ciple of Nonviolence which is here af-
firmed. Thoreau, we remember, called this 
kind of procedure civil disobedience; 
Gandhi described it as passive reo3istance; 
elsewhere it has been labeled as considerate 
disobedience. Frequent reference to and quo-
tations from George Fox (with whose words 
this book closes its final chapter) indicate 
the true source of the idea. Mr.' Bige-low 
(a former Lieutenant Commander in the 
U.S. Navy who commanded three combat 
vc·ssels in World War II) defines his honest 
intention as 
the noncreation of ant»gonism. Non-
violence is consideration, respect, 
cheerfulness, openness . . . an attitude 
that must be sharpened on the whet-
stone of the heart. Trut'l nonviolence 
means that all our relations to our fel-
low men are acts of affection. 
The reader can revt'tl in the excellent salt 
water descriptions and sometimes stormy 
sea moods, or he may prefer to absorb the 
philosophy of the Committee for Non-
Violent Action Against Nuclear Weapons, 
or he may dramatize the reasonably elo-
quent but almost hopeless•ly quixotic ex-
perime-nt with Truth. With the help af-
forded by end-paper maps, appendixes 
technical, and a g.lossary, this record of 
one man's quest for a peaceful answer to 
our troubled times becomes an articulate 
plea for the survival of humanity. 
MY PHILOSOPHICAL DEVELOPMENT 
By Bertrand Russell (Simon and Schuster, 
$3.75) 
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PICTORIAL HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY 
By Dagobert D. Runes (Philosophical Li-
brary, $15.00) 
TEACH YOURSELF LOGIC 
By A. A. Luce (Association Press, $3.75) 
Earl Russell's intellectual biography is 
both interesting and readable - strongly 
laced with a brilliant, polemical wit which 
keeps erupting, bubbly, to the surface. Per-
haps the most interesting chapter is the last, 
which contains some replies to recent criti-
cisms of J. 0. Urmson, a friend of the 
Philosophical Investigations; G. F. War-
nock (logic and existence); P. F. Strawson 
(on referring); and Gilbert Ryle (the con-
cept of mind). What I really like best, 
though, were the inscriptions: "Beware 
lest any man spoil you through philosophy 
and vain deceit," and "One of themselves, 
even a prophet of their own, said, 'The 
Cretians are always liars, evil beasts, slow 
bellies.' This witness is true"; which, I 
suppose, makes a paradox, the cure for 
which is analysis. 
Mr. Runes' political history is a truly 
fascinating book. At first sight just an-
other collection of biographies of philoso-
phers, it proves on closer examination to 
be a big look at western culture from the 
point of view of its chief theoretical think-
ers in the various branches of knowledge. 
The text is stimulating and the pictures 
- a large part of the fascination - range 
from contemporary photographs to wood-
cuts, bronzes, and paintings of the masters, 
from yoga positions to Chinese manuscripts, 
and from Greek square and triangular 
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numbers to the doodles on ·the margins of 
Erasmus' manuscripts. 
A. A. Luce is perhaps too sanguine in 
his wish that everyone would study logic, 
even if he had to do it by . himself. The 
hope is one to be encouraged, however, 
and this little book - essentially a chatty 
treatment of traditional -logic - may help 
more than some. 
MARCUS E. RIEDEL 
FICTION 
FIRES OF YOUTH 
By Margaret B. McGee (Muhlenberg 
Press, $3 .50) 
William Knott was eleven when he first 
arrived in Penfield. Because he was new, 
the boys at school taunted him; because 
he was from a commuting family, his mother 
forbade him to associate with anyone like 
Connie Monroe, the curly-haired daughter 
of Mrs. Thomas' cook. After the sudden 
death of his father on a snowy New Year's 
Eve, William became more and more of 
a problem. Finally his mother decided to 
send him away to school. 
Just at the time that William left Pen-
field, Mr. Johns, the new Episcopal minis-
ter, arrived. Mr. Johns was recently 
widowed and had just left a large, city 
parish - and he knew young people. He 
understood the spirited Connie's desire to 
be a stage performer, and he understood 
Bill's gropings to find a satisfying existence, 
despite gossip and misunderstanding. The 
answers to many perplexing problems, es-
pecially those of Bill, Connie, and their 
families, were found in the minister's of-
fice and in the cabin which he built around 
the fireplace on the hill. 
The author, too, understands people. 
The story she tells is mainly of Bill, but it 
is also of Connie and Mr. Johns. All of 
the characters are sensitively treated, and 
they readily seem alive. Although the first 
part of the book seems to be directed more 
at readers of late teen age, the latter sec-
tion (probably because the young people 
have grown up) is more mature. Fires of 
Youth is not an unusual book, but it is 
enjoyable. The religious slant helps make 
it worthwhile reading. 
STEPHANIE UMBACH 
I WAS A TEEN-AGE DWARF 
By Max Shulman (Bernard Geis, $3.50) 
Dobie Gillis' problem is girls. He falls 
in and out of love at frequent intervals from 
the time he is thirteen years old until he is 
a senior in college, when a girl solves his 
problem by marrying him. The supply of 
girls is steady, since the house next to the 
Gillis residence has a different family mov-
ing in every year, and each of the families 
has a daughter Dobie's age. But Dobie is 
a mere five feet two and the girls are usually 
a head taller, which leads to complications. 
While these teen-age escapades are amus-
ing, the episodes become repeti tious and the 
re·ading monotonous after the fifth chapter. 
A television program entitled "The Many 
Loves of Dobie Gillis" is based on this 
book, or, as seems more likely, the book is 
based on ten TV scripts prepared in ad-
vance. 
J'obert charles brown 
THE CRESSET 
Sights and Sounds 
Mass Media and Morals 
Last month this column discussed the so-called "one-
sided, egghead" criticism often directed against tele-
visiOn programs. Now we turn our attention to a 
series of searching questions pertaining to TV and 
the movies. 
Is television turning us into a nation of morons? 
Is it true that as a nation we are content to accept 
without question and without protest the cultural fare 
prescribed for us by sponsors and advertisers who are 
intent only on selling their wares? Does constant ex-
posure to crime and violence on TV and on the mo-
tion-picture screen have a harmful effect on our chil-
dren? How much television should children see? 
How often should they be permitted to attend movies? 
What can parents do to reduce the amount of violence 
depicted on TV programs and the number of salacious 
and meretricious film releases? 
These and other questions have had wide publicity 
in recent months. During this time I have heard and 
read many answers and many opinions pertaining to 
subjects that are of major concern to parents, educa-
tors, law-enforcement agencies, and religious leaders. 
The opinions expressed touched on various aspects of 
the problem, but all were agreed on the need for chang-
es and reforms. 
One of the most arresting - and disturbing - expres-
sions was recorded in the Washington University Law 
Quarterly by the late Arthur T. Vanderbilt, Chief Jus-
tice of the Supreme Court of New Jersey. Judge Van-
derbilt declared: "Our greatest concern with the com-
ing generation, I submit, relates to the perversion of 
young minds through the mass media of the movies and 
television. The problem is only beginning to receive 
the consideration its seriousness calls for." 
In dedicating the Carl Sandburg Junior High School 
in Minneapolis recently, America's foremost man of 
letters asserted that our schools "have dangerous rivals 
-notably movies, radio, and television." Each of these 
mediums, he contended, "has some priceless offerings 
of genius, but · they are a small percentage of the total 
product." Mr. Sandburg advocates a restricted use 
of the media in the classroom. And he is not in sym-
pathy with the notion that children need constant 
supervision in their leisure hours. Children, he says, 
need and should have a certain amount of solitude. 
He points out that the great men of history know not 
only loneliness but "the value of creative solitude" as 
well. 
Dr. Fredric Wertham, well-known author of The 
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Seduction of the Innocents and The Circle of Guilt, 
presents an excellent, deep-probing examination of the 
movies and TV in the February issue of the Ladies 
Home journal. In his article "How Movie and TV 
Violence Affects Children" the eminent psychiatrist 
answers the ten questions most often asked by parents. 
Readers who are interested in a problem which af-
fects the entire nation should read Dr. Wertham's 
thought-provoking article. 
What is the solution? Last month the three major 
networks accepted a proposal made by John Doerfer, 
chairman of the FCC. In keeping with this agreement 
NBC, CBS, and ABC- beginning next fall- will ·alter-
nate in the presentation of a daily half-hour program 
dedicated to education, information, and the arts. Is 
this the answer? I doubt it. I am in complete agree-
ment with the testimony given by Dr. Robert Sarnoff 
before the Congressional Investigating Committee. Dr. 
Sarnoff admits the need for changes, but he is convinced 
that federal regulation is not the solution. Federal 
regulation could threaten the freedom of thought and 
expression that are basic to our form of government. 
Instead, says Dr. Sarnoff, both the movies and TV must 
achieve the desired reforms "through self-regulation 
and self-appraisal." 
While we wait for this happy day, we can enjoy 
many relaxing and rewarding hours of TV viewing. 
After all, the choice lies with the individual viewer. 
Recent additions to worthwhile viewing are World 
Wide 60 (NBC) and CBS Reports_ ABC has announced 
The Churchill Memoirs for fall release. 
Movie-going has been a tedious chore during the 
past month. Here, for what they are worth, are the 
titles which appeared on local theater marquees dur-
ing January: The Miracle (Warners, Irving Popper), an 
uninspired and distorted version of the late Max Rein-
hardt's powerful religious drama; Never So Few (M-G-
M, John Sturges), a gaudy, unconvincing portrayal of 
jungle warfare in Burma; Cash McCall (Warners, 
Joseph Pevney)- based on Cameron Hawley's best seller 
of 1915 - a warped and unrealistic picture of big busi-
ness; The Gazebo (M-G-M, George Marshall), a gay 
and giddy whodunit about a murder which isn't a 
murder at all; and Li'l Abner (Paramount) - adapted 
for the screen from the musical comedy produced on 
Broadway several years ago. In the words of John 
McCarten, "On Broadway the show Li'l Abner was 
primitive; in the movies it is Neanderthal." It is 
indeed! 
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A Minority Report 
Kennedy Looks Good 
-------------8 y VIC T 0 R · F. 
The Senate of the United States has become a race-
track. 
And the horses are off and running: Nixon, Kennedy, 
Humphrey, Symington, and Johnson. 
These candidates come at you from all directions 
with the swishing thrusts of jet propulsion, the twisting 
buttons of the dull-eyed TV monster, and the steady 
tramp of mailmen. 
In a little more than one week, Jack Kennedy rode 
his private Pegasus from Washington, D.C., to New 
Hampshire, Indiana, Illinois, West Virginia, North 
Dakota, and New Mexico. In the one tour of duty, 
he shook hands with taxpayers on a Nashua main street, 
spoke about Eastern European satellite nations to citi-
zens of cosmopolitan Gary, declared himself in at least 
three primaries, spoke hesitantly on the farm problem 
to dubious North Dakota farmers, and re-emphasized 
his political positions to Democratic party leaders in 
the West. Everywhere he still had time to chide his 
competitors for not putting themselves to the crucial 
test in Democratic primaries. 
I heard this man at Gary and he impresses me. He 
did many things well on this occasion. As far as I am 
concerned, haircuts and boyish smiles to the contrary, 
Jack Kennedy is no "kiddish amateur." He is a first-
rate blend of youthful maturity. Youthful and attrac-
tive enough to make his brother-in-law Peter Lawford 
look to his laurels, he walks among the rank and file 
with poise, moderation, and dignified sensitivity. 
All of this, the night I heard him, was poured into a 
direct, intelligent, and understandable speech on the 
Eastern European nations. With just the right touch 
of humor and satire, with no malice and rancor, he 
criticized the Eisenhower administration for speaking 
hope and offering no tangible aid. Admitting fairly 
the difficulty of aid to these areas, he positively and 
affirmatively laid out his thoughts on the subject. 
It is not necessary to cover up for him. He works 
with some obvious disadvantages. The anti-Catholic 
bias in our country is still very strong. In some quarters, 
his blood and official relationships to the McClellan 
committee are suspect. Rumor has it out here in the 
Middle West that the committee has covered up for 
some prominent people and their syndicate connec-
tions. These persons at the moment are said to be 
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enthusiastic supporters of the young Senator. It is 
claimed that these persons' support simply constitutes 
the payment of a debt. Whether this is true or not, 
it might be wise to set the rumor lines at rest. 
Evidence for such charges is not easily found. Re-
gardless, we cannot impute the guilt of supporters to 
the candidate himself. 
I could easily go for the young Senator from Massa-
chusetts. 
At the moment, Lyndon Johnson is giving Kennedy 
the most competition. Though Kennedy might be 
more popular with the voters who make decisions in 
November, Johnson might be more popular with the 
old "pros" who make decisions in the summer. 
In addition to this advantage, this far-ranging and 
compulsive Texan is full of "know-how" and has proved 
himself a leader of men in the Senate. His present 
credentials have been won with blood, passion, and 
scars but they are credentials nevertheless. 
He is no fool. Halleck, Nixon, and even Eisenhower 
(once he stops talking like God) will testify to this pro-
position. 
Democrats from my state who have heard Johnson 
concur that "he makes a good speech," "knows what 
the score is," "is in good physical shape and could go 
all the way." But one of my close friends in a crucial 
position says that he received only reluctant applause 
from his audiences in Indiana. 
The liberals in the Democratic Party have com-
plained a great deal about his less-than-liberal dicta-
torship in the Senate. I, too, prefer men like Stevenson, 
Humphrey, Kefauver, Kennedy, John Brademas, Paul 
Butler, "Soapy" Williams, and company. But where 
are the divisions of the liberals? Where is our power 
going to come from? 
Johnson has met a lot of these liberals head on and 
has conquered them. He has maintained his lines of 
responsibility true to his lights and this has been to 
his credit. He would make a good president. Between 
Johnson and Kennedy, I prefer Kennedy. 
Like ministers and theologians, "us liberals" must 
learn that the job does not end with the preaching. 
In either party this will probably be a tough year for 
liberals. Kennedy might be a good candidate because 
he is a moderate and well-tempered liberal. 
THE CRESSET 
Letter to the Editor 
Dear Editor: 
Amid the anxious demands for better and more 
extensive education, it is almost refreshing to be called 
an "egghead" (by Mr. G. Seldes) and "self-styled intel· 
lectual" (by Mrs. A. Hansen) in the last issue of the 
Cresset ("Unfair Criticism of TV," Vol. XXIII, No. 4; 
p 25). Here I am accused of refusing "to share, by the 
way of TV coverage, President Eisenhower's recent trip 
to Europe, Asia, and Africa" and of remaining "totally 
unaware of the strides television has made in educa· 
tion," not to mention several other equally heinow 
crimes. 
Mrs. Hansen seems to assume that each man is indeed 
an island - unless he ha~ the magic screen to serve as a 
window upon the world. Such assumption is especially 
surprising on the part of someone connected with the 
academic community. It is, after all, the task of edu· 
cation to open windows upon the world, and the sign 
of the educated person is precisely that he is not de· 
pendent on the offerings of a magic screen, but is able 
to avail himself of the resources of the printed word. 
Television may be the sole contact with the world avail-
able to the semi-educated person, but surely the educated 
should be aware that a good newspaper, whether the 
New York Times or the Manchester Guardian, can pro-
vide a far more thorough coverage· of Mr. Eisenhower's 
jaunts than pictures of cheering crowds in New Delhi 
on the television. To be sure, given an infinite amount 
of time, the television might provide a mildly amusing 
sidelight on the world around us. But few of us have 
infinite time. Rather, we must choose, and I think I 
have excellent reasons for prefering the N ew York Times 
to the magic screen. 
Similarly, the "strides" television has made in educa-
tion (and, if I can trust the programme in my paper, 
they are still rather minute), do not provide a coverage 
of the subject comparable to that afforded by the col-
lege library. Not only does the printed word offer a 
better and deeper coverage, it offers also a greater chal-
lenge. Television is creating a generation which is 
willing to be taught, but is unwilling and unable to 
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learn. I have had opportunity to watch them in class-
room: sitting before me as before their magic screens, 
ready to preserve each word faithfully in their notes, but 
unable to think or speak. Their vocabulary is limited, 
their ability to express themselves virtually nil. But 
the tragic note is that they are not able to change. In 
their hours before the screen they may have watched 
the crowds cheer Mr. Eisenhower in New Delhi, or per-
haps heard an instructor give a lecture in philosophy, 
but they have never discovered the joy of reading, of 
opening their own windows on the world and our cul-
tural heritage. Selected aspects of the world, carefully 
geared to the widest audience, may have burst upon 
them through the screen, but they have never learned 
to question and to search. 
Mrs. Hansen obviously means well. She recognizes 
the value of television for the semi-educated, to whom 
the resources of good newspapers and libraries are not 
available. But she does not realise that to the educated 
person television is never an addition, but because time 
is limited, has to become a substitute, a pathetically in-
adequate substitute, for the contact with the world and 
culture provided by the printed word. 
I do not own a TV set, because I have to choose -
and I believe I have better ways of investing my time 
and money. Similarly, I hope my children will grow up 
without the semi-literate's dependence on the 24-inch 
window on the world. To be sure, it is easier (though 
more dull) to watch than to read, easier to park children 
in front of television than to read to them. But if we 
in the academic community are willing to accept the 
predigested substitute for culture which television of-
fers, we shall fail in our task. It is our duty not to be 
satisfied with the easy mediocrity of television, even 
television at its best. If this makes us eggheads, then 
let us by all means be eggheads. 
Yours truly, 
Erazim V. Kohak 
Assistant Professor of Philosophy 
Gustavus Adolphus College 




"All the trumpets sounded for him on the other side" 
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS 
---------------------------- B y 0 . P • 
KRETZMANN 
Twenty years ago I began this column with a few 
haphazard remarks concerning beginnings and endings 
... Lately, I have returned to the same subject ... More 
clearly as the years go by it seems to me that the sure 
and proper handling of the recurring ends and begin· 
nings in life plays an amazingly important role in our 
continuing quest for wisdom and grace ... As mem-
bers of the human family we are so constituted that we 
thinl of much of life in terms of beginning and end 
... We speak of milestones, remember birthdays, cele-
brate anniversaries, divide our days into morning and 
evening. 
All this is obvious ... Not so evident, however, is 
its interpretation ... The more closely I look at mo-
dern men and women the more clearly I note that they 
are sharply divided ... There are those who see life 
and history, continuously and forever, in terms of ends, 
tragic, final and inevitable ... On the other side there 
are those who see life and time in terms of beginnings, 
challenging, new and mysterious ... Those who linger 
regretfully among the ashes of the past and those who 
look hopefully for a new and flaming dawn, no mat-
ter how dark the night and bitter the circumstances ... 
Wisdom, as always, lies between these two views of 
living ... The past must be remembered because it 
is the springboard for the future ... Wisdom still 
livts in viewing life steadily and whole, in seeing the 
end from the beginning . . . Perhaps all this applies 
to our hour in the time of man - five minutes to twelve 
- with terrible and immediate power ... We must 
believe that this is not the end of a day and the be-
ginning of night, but, please God, the dawn of a new 
and better day in which the hearts of men will see 
again that hours of darkness come upon them to compel 
them again to look for the light, for the dawn which 
will come ... Which will come and will not be late .· .. 
An hour of an early spring afternoon, good for 
nothing else, is devoted to browsing through some 
book shelves upstairs ... Aimless wandering through 
books once read and now forgotten brings a curious 
mingling of guilt and pleasure, a unique mixture of 
memory and expectancy . . . Here is a book I read 
one summer when the world was young and gay ... Here 
is another which gave me the first vision of the una 
sancta . . . Here is the best collection of short stories 
published in recent years ... I paused for a moment 
at a shelf of little books, Modern Library editions, the 
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Evtry Man Series, and so on Stuck away at one 
end was the excellent Abbey Classics edition of the 
Devotions of John Donne, one of the most fascinating 
personalities in the history of Christendom ... His 
words flow like a mountain stream, torrential, twist-
ing, turning and falling ... Always, however, a sense 
of direction and purpose . . . A remarkable beauty, 
like flashes of sun on dark and troubled waters . .. 
Here is the mtditation which was brought back into 
the consciousness of the English speaking world by 
Ernest Hemingway's use of it as a motto in his 
novel, "For Whom the Bell Tolls" ... Donne writes: 
"Now, this bell tolling swiftly for another, 
says to me: Thou must die." 
"Perchance he for whom this bell tolls may be so 
ill, as that he knows not it tolls for him; and per-
chance I may think myself so much better than I am, 
as that they who are about me, and see my state, may 
have caused it to toll for me, and I know not that. 
The church is catholic, universal, so are all her actions; 
all that she does belong to all ... When she baptizes 
a child, that action concerns me; for that child is there-
by connected to that body which is my head too, and 
ingrafted into that body whereof I am a member. 
And when she buries a man, that action concerns me: 
all mankind is of one author, and is one volume; when 
one man dies, one chapter is not torn out of the book, 
but translated into a better language; and every chap-
ter must be so translated; God employs several trans-
lators; some pieces are translated by age, some by sick-
ness, some by war, some by justice; but God's hand 
is in every translation, and his hand shall bind up all 
our scattered leaves again for that library where every 
book shall lie open to one another. As therefore the 
bell that rings to a sermon calls not upon the preacher 
only, but upon the congregation to come, so this bell 
calls us all. Who bends not his ear to any bell which 
upon any occasion rings? But who can remove it from 
that bell which is passing a piece of himself out of this 
world? No man is an island, entire of itself; every 
man is a piece of the continent, a part of the main. 
If a clod be washed away by the sea, Europe is the less, 
as well as if a promontory were, as well as if a manor 
of thy friend's or thine own were: any man's death 
diminishes me, because I am involved in mankind, and 
therefore never send to know from whom the bell 
tolls; it tolls for thee." 
THE CRESSET 
